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CHAPTER ONE 

Our apparent inability to verbally specify the 

"rules" governing much of our behavior has been amply demon

strated in studies of both language and concept learning. 

Wittgenstein ( 1958) has noted that 11 \-le don't use language 

according to strict rules -- it hasn't been taught us by 

means of strict rules either ... He further points out that 

"not only do we not think of the rules of usage of defi 

nitions, etc. -- while using language, but when we are asked 

to give such rules, in most cases we aren't able to do so." 

Similarly, it is a common observation that we are 

often unable to verbally specify the cues used for identi 

fying objects or concept instances in our environment. This 

difficulty of describing criterial characteristics seems to 

vary considerably with the particular concept to be identi 

fied. We can just as easily recognize a familiar face in a 

crowded room as pick out a specific volt~e on a shelf full 

of books. Yet we would have much more difficulty in verbal

izing the basis for our identification in the former than in 

the latter instance. Such observations provide intuitive 

support for the proposition that we do not n~cescarily 

follow explicit verbal rules for identifying concept 

instances. 

1 
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Yet the "rules" governing concept identification 

have long been a subject of interest for investigators of 

human conceptual behavior. From the earliest days in 

psychology it has been obvious that simply asking subjects 

to state their conceptual rules or hypotheses provides an 

inadequate means of assessing the underlying processes of 

concept identification. Verbal reports do not relate in 

any clear fashion to other aspects of subjects• behavior. 

Consequently, investigations of the rules governing concept 

learning have focussed primarily on those hypotheses that 

can be inferred from performance regularities: and have 

tended to ignore what subjects may have to say regarding the 

basis for concept attainment. Techniques h~ve recently been 

developed that permit the experimenter to infer subjects• 

hypotheses from patterns of responses to controlled stimulus 

materials on a classification task (Levine, 1966, 1967, 

1968, 1969: Erikson, 1968: Downing, 1969). Having them

selves been derived from perfor-mance measures, inferred 

hypotheses do have the crucial advantage of being clearly 

related to subjects• behavior. 

Avoiding the problems associated vdth verbal reports, 

however, does not lessen the possible importance of verbal 

factors in concept learning. Not requiring subjects to 

state their strategies for classification precludes investi

gation of j,mportant effects the act of verbalization itself 
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may have on sorting performance and concept attainment. The 

absence of rule-statements also prevents comparisons between 

instances in which subjects can readily verbalize their 

hypotheses and those in which they have difficulty specify

ing the basis for classification {e. g., Hull, 1920: Manis 

and Barnes, 1961). These issues seriously challenge the 

wisdom of investigating inferred hypotheses alone in the 

study of conceptual behavior. The attainment of easily

verbalized and non-verbalizable concepts might involve quite 

different learning strategies that would prove interesting 

to explore and compare. 

Difficulties in evaluating the role of verbalized 

rules in concept learning arise from the fact that stated 

hypotheses appear to relate in many varied ways to the under

lying processes of concept attainment. In some instances, 

explicit verbal hypotheses seem to be an integral part of 

one's learning. In others, what the subject says does not 

appear to be related in any systematic fashion to performance 

regularities: verbal hypotheses in these instances seem at 

best to be afterthoughts. In still other cases, the attempt 

to frame explicit rules seems to actually strangle or 

suppress one's normal proficiency. Hm~T, then, can one 

attempt to specify these complex relations between subjects• 

rule-statements and systematic changes in performance on a 

classification taslc? What operations might vary the degree 

of control exerted by verbal rules in concept attainment? 
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In the research to be reported, subjects were 

required to categorize a sequentially-presented series of 

stimulus cards. They '"ere informed whether each placement 

was correct or incorrect, and could attempt to induce the 

correct basis for classification through a series of trial

and-error sorting trials. Requiring them as well to state 

their reasons for placing each item permitted investigation 

of the relation between these verbally-stated rules and 

actual sorting performance. 

Three variables were manipulated in order to produce 

instances involving different relations between rules and 

behavior. Two of these variables involved the nature of the 

sttmuli used for classification. These will be discussed 

later. The third was a procedural technique for varying the 

degree of reliance subjects placed on verbal hypotheses for 

classification. Subjects in some groups were required to 

state a rule prior to sorting each stimulus. Those in other 

groups classified each card before verbalizing the respective 

rule. The rationale for this procedure was that verbal 

hypotheses might be more likely to affect the rest of 

subjects' behavior on each trial if these rules were stated 

in advance. If differences in rule-placement order did 

change subjects' reliance on verbal hypotheses for classifi

cation, there might be concomitant changes in sorting 

performance. 

Initial investigations varying rule-placement order 
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did indeed produce interesting performance differences 

(Hislop, 1967T Hislop and Brooks, 1967). When subjects 

classified a complex stimulus on each trial before giving 

their verbal hypothesis: 

(1) Frequencies of correct classification were 

higher than those produced by subjects required to categor

ize each stimulus after stating their rule. This perfor

mance difference between placement-first (PF) and rule-

first (RE) subjects was termed a suppression effect, for it 

suggests that forcing subjects to verbally specify in advance 

the cues to be used for classification suppresses sorting 

performance to a level belo"t-7 that which they might otherwise 

attain. 

(2) Actual frequencies of correct placement were 

higher than the frequencies predicted from subjects' trial

by-trial rules. These within-subject disparities bet,.yeen 

observed correct placements (OP) and predicted correct 

placements (PP) indicate that the stated rules were descrip

tively incomplete. That is, they were insufficient to 

describe the stimulus cues used for classification. This 

suggests that the stated rules \-Tere not the basis for sub

jects' sorting responses. No PP<OP dispa.rities \..rere found 

when subjects stated their rules prior to placement. 

These initial findings imply that variations in rule

placement order do alter subjects' reliance on verbal stra

tegiGs for classification. Ho,..,ever 1 the use of rule-first 
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procedures to encourage reliance on rules would·not be 

expected to result invariably in the suppression of concept 

learning. For some situations, subjects might tend to 

serially test hypotheses as a matter of course, and further 

encouragement to do so could scarcely be expected to alter 

classification performance. In other cases, encouraging 

reliance on verbal rules might prevent subjects from adopt

ing alternative strategies for classification that would 

follow more "naturally 11 from the task demands. If these 

alternative approaches could yield better performance, then 

rule-first procedures could likely result in learning 

suppression. This apparently was the case in the initial 

j.nvestigations cited earlier. Finally, there may be some 

situations for which the use of verbal hypotheses would seem 

so foreign to subjects' normal way of proceeding that it 

would prove impossible to successfully encourage reliance on 

verbal rules at all. In these cases, of course, rule-first 

procedures would fail to alter classification performance. 

In the studies to be reported, attempts were made to 

devise the above variety of situations by varying specific 

aspects of the stimulus materials to be classified. Two 

stimulus variables thought to affect subjects• reliance on 

verbal hypotheses seemed particularly important in this 

regard: (1} aspects of the stimuli affecting solution diffi

culty (i. e., the number of pot:entially relevant attributes 

and dimensions of variation)T and {2) aspects of the stimuli 
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affecting descriptive difficulty (i. e., the difficulty of 

specifying stimulus values and dimensions for purposes of 

formulating verbal hypotheses). As stimuli become more 

complex or more difficult to describe, one might expect 

subjects' tendencies to frame and test explicit verbal 

hypotheses on every trial to decrease. 

This report is presented in t\olO sections. Part A 

includes four experiments designed to investigate the inter

action bet"tveen the effects of solution difficulty and rule

placement order. In these studies, basic effects were 

analyzed with respect to "traditional 11 stimuli having well

specified, easily-described attributes and dimensions. Part 

B presents two explora.tory studies using stimulus materials 

that were difficult to describe. That is, while subjects 

could sometimes describe individual items, they had diffi

culty in specifying common dimensions of variation. As might 

be expected, the effects of rule-placement order (PF-RF opera

tions) on classification performance changed \vith different 

levels of tasl~ difficulty, and with the different types of 

stimuli used in each respective section of this report. 

The principal objectives of this series of investiga

tions, then, were: (1) to develop effective techniques for 

varying the degree of reliance subjects place on verbal 

hypotheses for classification, and ( 2) to explore chara.c

teristics of the learning material which might produce 
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differential performance when verbal rules are emphasized.· 

Findings relating to these issues should shed considerable 

light on the role played by verbal hypotheses in concept 

attainment. They could clarify as well the nature of our 

day-to-day conceptual experiences. The "stimuli" of our 

everyday conceptual world rarely involve attributes or 

dimensions of variation that are clearly laid out in any 

explicit fashion. Indeed, there seem to be few parallels 

betHeen the 11materials" of our daily conceptual experiences 

and those materials typically employed in our psychological 

laboratories. This severity of restrictions placed on the 

types of materials and situations used in past studies of 

concept attainment was a major determinant of the indepenoent 

variables selected for investigation in this report. 



CHAPTER T~'lO 


HISTORICAL DISCUSSION 


HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 


The role of verbal hypotheses in concept attainment 

has long been of interest to psychologists and social 

philosophers interested in human conceptual behavior. Many 

investigators have observed that subjects are often unable 

to verbally specify the cues used in concept identification. 

Such findings have been interpreted as suggesting that 

concept learning is not necessarily controlled by verbal 

hypotheses or rules (Leeper, 1951: Vernon, 1967). 

This interpretation affords considerable intuitive 

appeal, since the simple premise that 11 we knm-1 more than we 

can tell 11 (Polanyi, 1966) is so graphically underlined in 

our everyday lives. It was noted earlier, for example, that 

we are usually unable to describe completely the cues used 

for identifying even familiar objects or concept instances 

in our environment (Hayek, 1962: \vestcott, 1968). Assume 

for a moment that you are a subject in a card-sorting 

experiment, and that you have been told that the correct 

classification rule for sorting each item is 11 chairs go in 

category 1A1 
: everything else, in category 'B 1 

• 
11 Glance 

9 
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briefly at the items displayed in Figure 1, and attempt to 

formulate a verbal description or rule that will enable you 

to sort further items correctly (i. e., an explicit verbal 

description that will enable you to distinguish all chairs 

from all non-chairs). Of course, your rule should not be 

formulated so as to classify only the restricted set of 

exemplars displayed in Figure 1. 

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 


No"', if you were required to vrork from your explicit 

verbal rule alone, how many of the items presented in Figure 

2 would you be able to classify correctly? 

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 


Twenty volunteer subjects performed rather dismally 

on a nearly identical taslc described in this report (page 

119). Our verbal inadequacy in this case presumably stems 

from the fact that natural language categories are not the 

basis for visual identification. It seems that in most 

cases we do not identify familiar concept instances from 

verbal rules or descriptions. Rather, we tend to learn 

about many individual instances from which \ve may then cons

truct or abstract our conceptual "rules. 11 In many cases, 

we do not appear to formulate rules at all1 but simply "tag" 
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SAMPLE CONCEPT INSTANCES FOR CLASSIFICATION TASK 
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FIGtnE 2 


SAMPLE CONCEPT INSTANCES FOR ClASSIFICATION'TASK 
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or label the concepts we must repeatedly identify in our 

everyday lives. Wittgenstein (1958) has suggested that "we 

are unable to clearly circumscribe the concepts we use, not 

because we don't know their real definition, but because 

there is no real 'definition• to them. To suppose that 

there !ill:!.§.t be would be like supposing that whenever children 

play with a ball they play a game according to strict rules." 

Some of the earliest experimental evidence that 

subjects are not ah1ays able to describe the cues used for 

concept identification was found in a classic study by Hull 

(1920). Using a paired-associates task, Hull asked subjects 

to anticipate the nonsense syllable paired with the stimulus 

(a Chinese symbol) on each presentation. Upon completing 

the trials, subjects were required to state the general rule 

by vrhich each nonsense syllable could be correctly matched 

with the appropriate stimulus. Hull noted that subjects 

could usually select the syllable to be paired with a given 

symbol before they could state an explicit rule for classifi

cation. He concluded that the ability to state conceptual 

rules requires greater abstracting facility than the ability 

to recognize concept instances • 

.f'.1anis and Barnes ( 1961) have also claimed that 

subjects can produce above-chance classification performance 

despite their inability to verbally specify the criterial 

features for classification. These investlgators asked 

subjects to "guess" whether each of a series of airplane 
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insignia were from "friendly" or "enemy" planes. Subjects 

who learned the discrimination, but could not verbalize the 

basis for their responses, were tested for generalization 

using stimuli that were conceptually related to those of the 

learning series. The amount of generalization shown by 

these subjects exceeded both chance performance and the 

level of performo.nce that \'lOuld have resulted if t.hey had 

consistently follov7ed their respective statements of the 

principle of discrimination. The authors concluded that 

11 it is clear that mediated generalization can occur in the 

absence of verbal insight." 

Generally, such claims for concept learning in the 

absence of adequate verbalizable strategies have been based 

on empirically insufficient grounds. Most early investiga

tions of concept attainment, including those cited above, 

employed techniques that were inadequate to assess the 

verbal hypotheses that may have controlled observed perfor

mance. Above-chance performance by subjects who failed to 

verbalize the correct concept or reinforced response class 

as defined by the experimenter was often offered as the sole 

evidence for learning without 11 a\vareness." Subjects' hypo

theses were usually assessed only by a few brief, open-ended 

questions given at the end of the experimental session. 

Cognitive investigators were quick to assert that failure to 

elicit subjects' knmvledge of experimental contingencies Has 

the inevitable result of such inadequate and insufficient 
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questioning (Levin, 1961~ Spielberger, 19651 Spielberger and 

DeNike, 1966). 

Even when sufficient probing questions were asked, 

rules were typically obtained only after a lengthy extinction 

process a procedure excellently suited to the disconfirma

tion of any hypotheses subjects might have had during the 

trials (Dulany, 1962). In cases where subjects did verbalize 

the correct response class or conceptual category, these 

statements were often obtained after some arbitrary criterion 

had been attained, or subsequent to a lengthy and probing 

questionnaire. Rules elicited under these conditions say 

little about the hypotheses used earlier in the trials, 

during acquisition. Finally, many early investigators failed 

to take into account above-chance performance resulting from 

the use of hypotheses that were positively correlated with 

the correct classification rule (Adams, 1957). 

In short, early investigations of concept attainment 

provided little assurance that subjects were really unable 

to verbally specify the basis for their performance. Indeed, 

it has proved extremely difficult to devise effective labora

tory techniques for demonstrating concept learning in the 

absence of concomitant verbal rules that are adequate to 

account for observed perfonnance. A few researchers have 

succeeded by employing either probabilistic concepts or 

stimuli that were virtually impossible to describe verbally 

(Reber, 1967: Posner and Keele, 1968). Other investigators 
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have attempted to remedy some of the above shortcomings with 

more conventional stimulus materials by taking trial-by- ~ 

trial accountings of the rules used by subjects on classifi 

cation tasks. 

Verplanclc ( 1962), for example, employed the latter 

procedure to investigate the proposition that reinforcement 

may act independently on placements in a sorting task, and 

on the trial-by-trial rules which some theorists presume 

control these responses. Verplanck performed a series of 

card-sorting experiments in \'rhich he purported to separate 

or "dissociate" subjects• verbal rules from their overt 

placements on a partial (60 per cent) schedule after acqui

sition under continuous reinforcement. When reinforcement 

was contingent on placement, he found higher percentages of 

correct classification than would be predicted from subjects• 

rules. The data also showed that many correct placements 

were inconsistent with the rule-statement given on the same 

trial. That is, subjects apparently contradicted themselves 

by placing a card in one category after stating they w·ould 

place it in another. 

Verplanck concluded that the selective reinforcement 

of correct placements had dissociated subjects• sorting 

responses from their verbal hypotheses, and strengthened 

correct placements to the extent that subjects failed to 

carry out their intentions. He further concluded that 

verbal rules do not necessarily mediate above-chance sorting1 
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but added that unless reinforcement of subjects• rules is 

experimentally distinguished from that of placements, the 

correct rule will "'talce over• as soon as it occurs, and 

will obscure the gradual development of a discrimination" 

(Verplanck, 1962}. 

Verplanck's results and interpretations were 

challenged by Dulany and O'Connell (1963), who replicated 

the findings but attributed the apparent dissociation to a 

combination of task and statistical artifacts. Nearly one

half of Verplanck's stimuli were ambiguous in that they 

could be classified according to the correct rule in more 

than one way -- depending on how subjects "interpreted" 

these items. Thus, many of the observed rule-placement 

inconsistencies simply reflected differences bet-vreen the 

experimenter's and the subjects• evaluations of these ambi

guous stimuli. Moreover, in estimating predicted correct 

classifications, Verplanck failed to take into account the 

chance level of correct placement resulting from hypotheses 

that were uncorrelated with the correct rule. When these 

shortcomings were rectified, the divergence of observed 

correct sorting responses from numbers predicted by the 

rules offered -vras found to be nonsignificant. 

This failure to produce significant disparities 

between observed and predicted correct placements has been 

offered by several cognitive theorists as evidence that 

improvements in sorting performance can arise only with 
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concomitant increases in subjects' ability to verbally 

specify the concept to be identified (Dulany and O'Connell, 

19631 O'Connell, 19651 O'Connell and Wagner, 1967: Greenbaum, 

Rakover, Stein, and Minkowich, 1968). Schwartz (1966) has 

lent similar interpretations to high correlations between 

actual and predicted correct classifications observed on a 

card-sorting task. 

The absence of significant rule-placement dispari

ties has also been offered in support of Dulany's (1962) 

theory of propositional verbal control. This model states 

that the stimulus cues used to determine placements on a 

classification task will be selected solely by a hypothesis 

held or revised just prior to the trial on which each stimu

lus is presented. However, the strength of support provided 

by these data for a general theory of verbal control bears 

closer examination. 

The failure of subjects to produce disparities bet

ween observed and predicted correct placements does not 

necessarily imply that they exerted verbal control for 

classification. The absence of such disparities, or the 

presence of high correlations between actual and predicted 

correct placements, indicate only that the stated rules were 

descriEtively £9.~Qlete -- that they included all stimulus 

cues used for determining the placements made. This descrip

tive completeness may be a necessary condition for complete 

verbal control, but it is certainly not a sufficient one. 
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It is conceivable, for example, that a rule could 

fail to control a given sorting response, (i. e., could be 

rationalized ad hoc), and at the same time adequately reflect 

all aspects of the stimulus \V'hich determined that response. 

Indeed, if we found that a subject consistently gave rules 

which correctly sorted the stimulus confronting him but which 

failed to classify other stimuli correctly, we would strongly 

suspect that these rules were made up merely to fit the case 

-- that "rationalizing, not reasoning (was) the appropriate 

term" (Verplanck, 1962). 

Another consideration \V'hich •;,.,ealcens the support 

Dulany's data provide for a theory of complete verbal control 

is the method used to derive predicted correct placements 

from subjects• verbalized rules. These estimates were 

obtained by classifying subjects• verbal statements into 

"correct", "perfectly-correlated 11 (with the correct rule), or 

••uncorrelated" categories. The probability of correct place

ment for the appropriate category (1.0 1 1.0, and 0.5 respec

tively) was then assigned to each rule. Thus, the above- and 

below-chance probabilities of correct sorting response 

resulting from imperfectly-correlated rules were not assessed 

in evaluating the overall predicted frequency of correct 

classification for each subject. Since the crucial measure 

involves a comparison bet\.;een actual and predicted correct 

placements, there seems little justification for this deficit 

-- despite Dulany's and O'Connell's (1963) assertion that 
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"we probably should not expect to find significant discre

pancies even • • • if a full accounting of adventitious 

correlated rules were made." 

Finally, the failure to find differences between 

actual and predicted correct placements in classification 

tasks may be in part a function of the restricted types of 

learning materials and situations that have been investiga

ted (Eriksen and Doroz, 1963). Recent work has typically 

involved the use of simplified materials which could tend to 

encourage hypothesis-testing. Subject-paced trials have 

usually been employed, and verbal control has been further 

facilitated by requiring subjects to verbalize rules prior 

to classification. Even instructions seem to have been 

devised '\'lith implicit, if not expB.cit, hypothesis-testing 

instructional sets in mind. Sch,:tartz ( 1966), for example, 

actually told each subject that 11 his goal should be to 

determine the correct rule and that once he achieved that 

rule he '\orould make no errors in placements by follO\·ling it. 11 

In short, mediating verbal control may well provide 

an adequate description of events for certain experimental 

situations, but the assertion that subjects invariably 

derive placements on classification tasks from explicit, 

predetermined hypotheses seems un"mrranted. The experiments 

employed to test this assumption have generally been 

desi.gned to encourage hypothesis-testing. 
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INITIAL RESEARCH 

Experimental conditions ¥rhich did not encourage 

verbal control could provide useful contrasting situations 

for determining the general importance of verbal rules in 

concept attainment. On this assumption, the present author 

undertook two experiments utilizing conditions that were 

thought to be less conducive to hypothesis-testing (Hislop, 

19671 Hislop and Brooks, 1967). Stimulus materials were 

complex, presentation times brief, and subjects were timed 

for classifying each item. The rapidity of stimulus changes 

also added pressure for speed, leaving subjects little time 

to reflect on verbal strategies. Most important, some 

subjects were not required to state their clasoification 

rule until after sorting each stimulus. Finally, predicted 

correct placements for each subject were determined by 

ascertaining the probability of correct classification for 

every rule statede 

Subjects not required to verbalize rules until after 

classificotion made significantly more correct sorting 

responses than would be predicted from their verbal state

ments. These disparities betHeen observed and predicted 

correct placements (OP and PP) indicate that the stated rules 

were descriptively i.ncomplete. Cues other than those des

cribed in subjects• verbal statements had obviously been 

used for sorting the cards. On at least some trials, 
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subjects had utilized verbally unspecified cues correlated 

with reinforcement to either place the card or select the 

rule to be used. 

These PP<OP disparities have recently been confirmed 

by Le Furgy, Noloshin, and Sandler (1969), but should not be 

confused with the rule-placement discrepancies reported 

earlier by Verplanck (1962). Verplanck's apparent "dissocia

tion" of rules and placements under diffe.rential reinforce

ment arose from trials on \17hich placement \vas not consistent 

with the stated rule. By contrast, the present PP<OP 

disparities wsre found even though virtually every placement 

was consistent \ITith the rule given on the same trial. 

Placement-first (PF) groups also performed better on 

the sorting task than did rule-first (RF) subjects required 

to state their hypotheses in advance of vie't-ring each stimulus 

to be classified. The rationale for the PF-RF procedure was 

that verbal hypotheses might be more likely to affect sorting 

performance if these rules were verbalized in advance on 

each trial. The resulting performance differences suggest 

that these operations were successful in differentially 

encouraging subjects to rely on verbal hypotheses for classi

fication. These PF>RF differences have been termed 

suppression effects, since having subjects verbally specify 

in advance the cues to be used for classification appears to 

suppress or hinder concept learning. 

The evidence for descriptive incompleteness alone 
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poses problems for the generality of any theory of complete 

verbal control. Both this and the suppression effects 

clearly imply that verbal hypotheses do not relate in any 

simple manner to performance regularities in concept attain

ment tasks. Of these two principal findings from the 

initial investigations, however, the suppression of concept 

learning seems of greater interest and significance. This 

latter finding suggests that operations varying rule

placement order might provide useful tools for establishing 

the normal limits of verbal control in classification tasks. 

Placement-first I rule-first procedures might also prove 

useful for investigating further the relation of verbal 

factors to the underlying processes of concept attainment. 

PRESENT RESE~~CH 

Purpose and Rationale: 

One objective of the research presented in this 

report "'as to replicate and extend the suppression (PF>RF) 

and descriptive incompleteness (PP<OP) effects found in the 

initial investigations. In addition, these studies explore 

the effects of descriptive difficulty and solution difficulty 

on the relation between verbally stated rules and classifica

tion performance. Each of these latter variables is shown 

to interact \-lith the effects of rule-placement order (PF-RF 

operations). That is, emphasizing verbal hypotheses with 

rule-first procedures has different effects on sorting 
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performance with different levels of task difficulty, and 

with stimuli differing in descriptive difficulty .. 

The effects of descriptive difficulty are examined 

in relation to several types of stimulus materials which 

vary on this dimension. Part A presents four experiments 

utilizing placement-first I rule-first operations and easily

described, well-specified stimuli. Part B includes two 

exploratory studies using the same procedures with materials 

varying in difficulty of verbal description. While it 

appeared virtually impossible to clearly separate the 

effects of descriptive and solution difficulty in Part B, 

the former was held constant in Part A by employing the 

same easily-described stimuli for all four experiments. 

This permitted investigation of different degrees of verbal 

control in a situation where subjects' ability to specify 

dimensions of stimulus variation was not in question. 

A final goal of this series of experiments "t<Tas to 

provide insight into possible processes and mechanisms 

involved in the suppression effect. Investigation of these 

issues was restricted almost exclusively to the studies 

using well-specified materials presented in Part A. The use 

of easily~described stimuli permits clearer specification of 

the relation bettveen subjects • stated rules and the cue

sampling strategies employed for concept attainment. 

These cue-sampling techniques are important for a 

theoretical issue of some concern i.n the previously-cited 
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research. A central problem in many of these past investi

gations has been to define the level of "response" at which 

reinforcement is operating. Some cognitive theorists 

(Dulany, 1962r O'Connell, l965r Schwartz, 1966r O'Connell 

and Wagner, l967r Greenbaum, et al., 1968) have asserted 

the most likely candidate to be the verbal hypothesis from 

which the subject's placement on each trial is said to be 

derived. Verplcmck (1962), it will be recalled, has 

suggested that feedback may act independently on subjects' 

trial-by-trial rules and their overt placements in a sorting 

task. A third possibility, \olhich has not been proposed, is 

that feedback may operate on the "rules" by which the 

stimulus features used for classification are selected and 

organized. Presumably, these "selection rules" could be 

quite different when subjects look at a stimulus (a) for 

the purpose of formulating a verbal description of the card, 

and (b) with the intention of merely classifying this item. 

Learning to sort complex stimuli and learning to 

verbalize their criterial aspects, in other words, might be 

two different tasks. Subjects may impose restrictions on 

the ways in \vhich they sample stimulus cues for purposes of 

making up verbal descriptions that are different from or not 

included in their cue-selection techniques for categorizing 

individual items. Such differences in cue-sampling processes 

need not necessarily flow from inherent limitations of the 

verbal medium. They could simply reflect the types of 
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sampling which have been previously associated with the 


necessity of producing verbal descriptions. 


Summary and Interpretations of Findings with Easily-Described 


Materials: 


Many recent investigations of concept learning have 

focussed on this general question of subjects' cue-sampling 

strategies. Prior to reviewing this recent literature, an 

outline of the evidence presented in the present report that 

is relevant to this issue will be given. In brief, descrip

tive incompleteness (PP<OP) effects disappeared when easily

described stimuli were used for classification: and 

suppression (PF>RF) effects arose largely from variations in 

trials of the last error. No PF-RF differences were found 

in proportions of errors prior to solu~ion. These findings 

imply that, with easily-described materials at least, rule

placement order affects mainly the rate at which hypotheses 

or potentially relevant cues are eliminated. 

It is suggested that the slower rate of cue elimina

tion by rule-first subjects is the basis for the observed 

suppression effect. This could result from repeated re

sampling of the same stimulus features. Or it might result 

from the tendency of rule-first subjects to concentrate 

predominantly on only a single hypothesis for each card 

(i.e., "successive scanning," Bruner, Goodno"'' and Austin, 

1956). 

By contrast, placement-first subjects appear to 
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concentrate on stimulus instances rather than on verbal 

rules. This can lead to a more efficient testing procedure 

for eliminating potentially relevant cues. By holding at 

least one prior card in memory, the subject can scan for 

common characteristics between the item in memory and the 

card confronting him. This scan for common elements would 

allow the subject to eliminate several cues on a single 

trial, and is analogous to Bruner's et al. (1956) "focus 

gambling." The principal feature of this strategy is that 

subjects use a positive instance as a focus and then compare 

more than one attribute or feature at a time 'to1ith subsequent 

items. 

The combined evidence presented in Section A of this 

report shmo1s that the relative effectiveness of a scanning 

mechanism increases 'Vlith task or solution difficulty. This 

finding is consistent with that of Laughlin and Jordan 

(1967), who found increased use of a scanning strategy with 

four-attribute than ,.,ith t'vo-attribute concepts. HovTever, 

the point here is not so much to delineate the precise 

nature of the mental scan as to underline the fact that, 

under certain conditions, subjects can and do profitably 

entertain more than one hypothesis at a time. Apparently, 

this process can be altered by requiring subjects to verbal

ize an explicit hypothesis in advance of placement on each 

trial. 
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Relation of Present Findings to Previous Cue-Sampling 

Research: 

The proposition that subjects on a classification 

task can test multiple hypotheses on each trial has received 

considerable attention in the recent literature. Several 

investigators have suggested that subjects sample hypotheses 

from a "pool" of potentially-,.,ork.able rules (Restle, l962r 

Bower and Trabasso, l963r Levine, 1966, 1967r Millward and 

Troyer, 1969). Levine (1969), for example, has noted that 

while the probability of a correct response shifts from o.s 

to 1.0 around the trial of the last error, latency measures 

show a gradual decrease during the criterion run of correct 

responses. He points out that this is consistent with the 

assmnption that subjects are monitering a set of hypotheses 

and are narrow·ing the set dm<1n unti 1 only the correct rule 

remains. 

Whether this hypothesis pool is of constant or vary

ing size, and whether sampling is done with or without 

replacement remain unsettled issues that probably depend 

largely on the task demands involved. However, these 

questions are not of prime concern for the data presented in 

this report. A more pertinent issue is how subjects select 

their rules from the pool of potential hypotheses. Restle 

( 1962) and Bolirer and Trabasso ( 1963) assume that attributes 

are sampled at random with probabilities determined by the 

relative weight of each attribute. The probability of a 
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response is then determined by the proportion of selected 

attributes which lead to that response. 

Millward and Troyer (1969) and Downing (1969) have 

suggested that attributes may be selected seriatim from a. 

hierarchical list of values. The single attribute that has 

been in the focus sample the longest (Millward and Troyer), 

or has the highest discriminability (Downing) is used to 

determine the response. Any attribute in the focus sample 

which is inconsistent with the outcome is then eliminated 

from the sample. 

Erikson (1968) has suggested that subjects do not 

sample from a constant pool of hypotheses, but retain some 

information in short-term memory (STM) as they work on the 

problem which affects the nature of the hypothesis pool. 

He states that this sample pool changes as a function of 

what information is available to the subject on an error 

trial (i. e., at the time the subject chooses his next hypo

thesis), and that the pool undergoes a "continuous revision 

of stored information caused by the limitations of S's 

memory capacity." 

The importance of STM processes in conceptual 

behavior has also been stressed by other investigators 

(Cahill and Hovland, 1960~ Bourne, Goldstein, and Link, 1964~ 

Denny, 1969). 'rhis emphasis on memory factors in concept 

attainment is most compatible with the proposed scanning 

mechanism described in the present report. A scan for 
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common features is also consistent \vith recent findings that 

memory for specific stimulus instances is a limiting factor 

contributing to differences in trial~ of the last error on 

classification tasks (Levine, 1968). 

It has been fairly well established that the better 

the availability of prior stimuli, the faster concept learn

ing proceeds (Denny, 1969). Bourne, et al. (1964), for 

example 1 performed a series of experiments to determine- the 

effects of permitting stimulus instances presented on 

earlier trials to remain available for subjects' inspection. 

These investigators made previously presented items avail

able by posting these on a "memory board." Hhich remained in 

vie\·7 throughout the classification trials., For independent 

groups 1 different numbers of stimuli vrere mace available. 

The authors found performance to improve \-lith increases in 

the number of available stimuli. Performance deteriorated, 

hoHever 1 whE:n more than five items \<7ere exposed on each 

tria 1. These effects Here most marked vl5.th problems of 

greater complexity. Availability of past instances had less 

effect on simple problems having fe\" potentially-relevant 

attributes. 

These combined findings support very nicely the 

evidence presented in this report for the effectiveness of 

a scanning mechanism in producing the: observed suppression 

effects. As stated earlier, hoHever, it is not the object 

of these invest:i.gations t.o delineate the nnture of the 
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mental scan, nor to promote a particular model of concept 

identification. These issues will be pursued in subsequent 

research. Rather, the present experiments seek to explore 


the effects of varying subjects• reliance on verbal 


hypotheses in concept identification. More specifically, 


these studies investigate the effects of varying rule


placement order on classification performance: and the inter


action of these effects '\-Tith those of solution and descrip


tive difficulties. All three of these variables can be 


shO'I.-ln to modify the role played by verbal hypotheses in 


concept attainment. 




PART A 

CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION WI'I'H 

EASILY-DESCRIBED, WELL

SPECIFIED STIMULUS .f'ILATERIALS 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INTRODUC'riON TO PART A 

The experlments presented in this section employ 

only easily-described stimulus materials having well 

specified attribU'::.es and dimensions of variation. The rela

tion between verh:ilized hypotheses and sorting performance 

could be expected to depend rather critically on subjects• 

prior verbal habi·t:s with respect to the stimuli used for 

classification. 'rhat is, easily-described materials might 

result in very different rule-performance relations than 

those found with descriptively difficult materials in the 

initial ( 1967) investigations and in the studies presented 

in Part B. For example, the use of easily-described stimuli 

could eliminate entirely the production of descriptively 

incomplete rules. If there vTere nothing about the stimuli 

that was difficult. to describe, subjects could be expected 

to verbalize the stimulus features used for classification. 

These verbalizati ::ms could be quite independent of whether 

subjects relied on their stated rules for sorting the cards. 

The use oE better-controlled materials would also 

permit the independent variation of descriptive and solution 

difficulties. Th~ interaction of each of these variables 
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with the effects of rule-placement order could then be 

independently ass«~ssed. Solution difficulty can be manipu

lated in several ,~ays. A common technique is to change the 

form of the concept or classification rule unitary, 

conjunctive, disjunctive, relational, etc. Unfortunately, 

this procedure alBo tends to change descriptive difficulty. 

This precludes thE: possibility of empirically separating 

these factors for independent investigation. Descriptive 

difficulty could be held constant, however, if the same 

classification ru:~e were retained, and solution difficulty 

were varied by chcLnging only the number of irrelevant 

attributes. This '\'las done in Experiment I. Of course, the 

resulting series c1f tasks differed in the rates at '\vhich 

they were solved. The question of interest., however, was 

whether these tasJ<:s of varying difficulty would also inter

act '\'lith the effects of rule-placement order. 

It was anticipated that rule-first procedures would 

successfully encot:.rage subjects to serially test hypotheses 

for classifying easily-described stimuli as well as for the 

descriptively difficult materials used in the initial 

studies. Yet encouragement to test rules would not seem 

likely to alter sorting performance for "easy" tasks involv

ing few irrelevant attributes. At this level of difficulty, 

subjects might test hypotheses as a matter of course. As 

the number of attributes increased, however, subjects could 

have more difficulty ordering their search for relevant cues. 
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Greater numbers o~: attributes would make it more difficult 

for subjects serially testing rules to keep track of the 

pool of potentially-relevant hypotheses. Under these condi

tions, encouraginq reliance on rules might prevent subjects 

from spontaneously adopting some alternative classification 

strategy that could result in better performance. If so, 

rule-first procedures ,..,ould presumably result in the 

suppression of concept learning. This was observed to be 

the case in Study I. 

The remaining three experiments in this section 

focus on various forms of evidence relating to this slower 

learning by rule-first subjects at higher levels of solution 

difficulty. In br:Lef, it is argued that rule-first proce

dures encourage subjects to concentrate predominantly on 

rules they have formulated rather than on stimuli that have 

been presented. :cf so, rule-first groups would likely 

organize their search for relevant cues by remembering hypo

theses that have been eliminated. It might even be that the 

requirement of ha•Ting these subjects verbalize a single rule 

prior to each placement encourages them to test only one 

hypothesis at a t:Lme (Bruner, et al., 1956, 11 successive 

scanning 11 
). Serially testing single hypotheses is a consi

derably less efficient strategy for cue elimination that 

subjects are capable of (Levine, 1967, 1968, 1969: Hillward 

and Troyer, 1969)~ 

It is sugqested that placement-first subjects, by 
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contrast, order their search for relevant cues by recalling 

specific stimulus instances rather than previously stated 

rules. This procedure would allow these subjects to scan in 

memory for cues or features that \V'ere common to cards of the 

same classification category (Bruner, et al., 1956, "focus 

gambling"}. If these propositions are correct, placement

first subjects should: (i) solve the taslc in significantly 

fewer trials, and (ii) shm-1 evi6ence of learning more 

about individual stimuli, than the rule-first groups. 

(i) Experiments I and II provide evidence that 

placement-first (PF) groups do take fewer trials to solution 

than their rule-first (RF) counterparts. Now, it may be 

that PF subjects simply test a greater number of verbal 

hypotheses on each trial. Or they could eliminate more 

potential rules by remembering specific stimuli and scanning 

for common features as outlined earlier. The combined 

evidence of the four studies presented in this section 

supports the latter alternative. (ii) Experiments I, II, 

and IV offer several lines of support for the proposed 

stimulus orientation of PF subjects. Study I shows that the 

rules given by these subjects correctly sort immediately 

preceding stimuli better than both the remaining cards in 

the stimulus set, and the rules given on the same trials by 

RF subjects. Experiment II demonstrates that PF subjects 

notice more repeated items than do RF groups when cards are 

shown more than once. Placement-first subjects also perform 
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better on repeat cards than on novel items~ and they attain 

concepts more rapidly when cards are repeated. Finally, the 

last t·Ho experiments (III and IV) in this section demons

trate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed scan 

for common elements in producing the observed suppression 

(PF>RF) effects. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPERIMENT I 

METHOD 

Subjects, Materials, and Apparatus: 

One hundred twenty paid volunteer undergraduates 

were asked to classify eighty stimulus cards which varied 

along seven different dimensions. Attributes and dimensions 

of variation are shm-Tn in Table I. The stimulus set \<Tas not 

exhaustiver not all possible attribute-combinations were 

used. ~lith the exception of number of background, neither 

were dimensions mutually exclusive. That is, more than one 

color, shape, size, etc. could potentially appear on any 

given card. Each item could be correctly classified into 

one of two categories according to the rule: "cards with 

squares go in category 'A'1 cards without squares, in 

category 1 B 1 ." Stimuli were constructed such that all 

attributes not on the "shape" dimension would result in 

chance or near-chance performance. This was done to mini

mize the use of positively correlated hypotheses. 

INSERT TABLE I ABOUT HERE 
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TABLE I 

ATTRIBUTES AND DIMENSIONS OF 

VARIATION FOR STIMULUS MATERIALS IN SECTION A 

DIMENSION VALUES 

SHAPE circle square triangle hexagon 

COlOR red blue black brown 

SIZE very small small large very large 

NUMBER one two three four 

SHADING solid outlined half-solid hatched 

BACKGROUND green white orange yellow 

POSITION upper left lower left upper right lovrer right 
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A one-way viewer was employed for stimulus presenta

tion. Subjects could view a stimulus item only when the 

card was illuminated by a lamp inside the enclosure. The 

onset of the stimulus lamp activated a timer located behind 

a screen which housed the vie'tver, .and shielded the experi

menter's manipulations from subjects• view. Two pushbuttons 

were mounted on a panel in front of the viewer. Depressing 

either of these labelled buttons stopped the timer indepen

dently of the stimulus lamp. 

Procedure: 

All subjects were run individually in an experimen

tal session lasting approximately one-half hour. The 

following oral instructions were given to all subjects: 

I am going to ask you to classify some cards, 
and to give your reasons for sorting these 
cards as you do. The cards will be shown to 
you one at a time through this windo'tv, and I 
would like you to categorize each card as 
quickly as you can by pressing the appro

11 A11priate or "B" button on this panel. You 
will be timed for this part of the task. 

There is only one correct rule by which all 
the cards can be correctly sorted. You will 
not be told this rule, but I will inform you 
whether your classification of each card is 
"right 11 or 11 wrong. 11 Take whatever time you 
need to state precisely the rule you use for 
placing each card. These verbal statements 
will be recorded. 

You may guess if you wish, but try to get as 
many correct sorting responses as you can. 
Any questions? 

The experimenter then outlined the seven possible 
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\t1ays in which the cards could vary. Subjects were told that 

the correct classification rule would involve only one of 

the seven possible dimensions, but. that it could involve a 

combination of the four attributes on that dimension. Two 

examples were given to assure that subjects were clear on 

this point: (i) green backgrounds go in "A", everything 

else goes in "B"r and (ii) cards with either one or two 

symbols go in uB", everything else goes in "A". Subjects 

were randomly assigned to one of eight experimental groups, 

and further instructions were given accordingly. 

(a) GROUP lD: These subjects were informed that 

the correct rule for sorting the cards involved only the 

dimension of shape, and that the remaining six dimensions 

were irrelevant. for correct classification. 

(b) GROUP 3D: This group was told that the correct 

dimension was either shape, number, or positionr and that 

the remaining four dimensions '"ere irrelevant. 

(c) GROUP SD: Subjects in this group were informed 

that size and shading were irrelevant, but that any one of 

the remaining five dimensions could be the correct dimension 

for classification. 

(d) GROUP 7D: These subjects were told that any 

one of the seven listed dimensions might be the relevant one 

for sorting the cards. 

Each of these four groups was randomly split into 

placement-first (PF) and rule-first (RF) groups of fifteen 
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subjects each. Placement-first subjects were asked to sort 

each card before stating their rule for classification1 

rule-first subjects were required to state their hypothesis 

on each trial prior to viewing the item to be sorted. 

Stimulus exposure times were about four seconds. 

The over~ll time taken for each trial was found to be appro

ximately the same for all subjects within each dimension

group. F'eedback for both correct and incorrect placements 

was given immediately after each classification. Subjects 

were told that every alternate five trials would be 11 probe" 

(OPP) trials on which no feedback would be given, and no 

rule-statements would be required. The rationale for these 

blank OPP trials vras to provide an unconstrained estimate of 

learning at various points during acquisition -- an estimate 

that 'Has independent of both changes due to feedback and the 

requirement of giving verbal rules. In order to ensure that 

any OP-OPP differences could not be attributed to inherent 

differences in the stimuli presented on these respective 

trials, presentation orders '\lrere reversed for alternate 

subjects. To control for response bias, the classification 

category for the correct rule was also reversed. If sub

jects attained three successive bloclcs of five correct place

ments using the correct rule, they were told they had solved 


the problem and the session was terminated. 


Evaluation of Data: 


Observed frequencies of correct placement (OP) for 
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each subject were computed by simply counting the correct 

sorting responses made on all training trials to be included 

in the analysis. Predicted correct placements (PP) were 

determined by calculating the probability of correct classi 

fication for each rule. The number of items in the entire 

stimulus set that would be correctly sorted by each rule was 

computed. The overall PP for each subject was then deter

mined by averaging these probabilities of correct placement 

over all trials included in the analysis. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Mean percentages of observed correct placement (OP) 

and predicted correct placement (PP) for all subjects on all 

forty training trials are shown in Table II. The numbers of 

subjects attaining solution are also given. Both the OP and 

PP measures for subjects reaching solution include all 

remaining post-solution trials, which \.,rere presumed to be 

correct. 

INSERT TABLE II ABOUT HERE 


Rule-first (RF) Ss performed better than the 

placement-first (PF) groups when one or three dimensions 

were relevant. With five or seven dimensions specified as 

relevant, however, RF performance dropped rapidly and became 

markedly inferior to that produced by the PF groups. This 
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TABLE II 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF OBSERVED CORRECT 

PLACEMENT (OP) I PREDICTED CORRECT 

PLACEMENT (PP), AND THE NUMBER OF Ss 

ATTAINING SOLUTION ON FORTY TRAINING 

TRIALS FOR EIGHT EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Ss Number of Specified Dimensions 

RF 

OP 

PP 

NO.* 

lD 

82.2 

81.2 

12 

3D 

78.2 

75.8 

11 

5D 

63.8 

58.7 

7 

7D 

54.7 

53.6 

5 

PF 

OP 

pp 

NO.* 

78.0 

76.5 

11 

74.5 

71.2 

10 

71.4 

71.9 

10 

71.8 

71.9 

7 

* Number of Ss attaining solution, out of 15 
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FIGURE 3 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF OBSERVED CORRECT 


PLACEMENT (OP) AND PREDICTED CORRECT 


PLACEMENT (PP) ON FORTY TRAINING 


TRIALS FOR EIGHT GROUPS 
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interaction between task difficulty and rule-placement order 

was significant (F = 3.19, .OS > p > .02), and is clearly 

shm11n in Figure 3. 

INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 


The only PF-RF performance differences that were 

significant were those for the Group 7D Ss {p < .OS, 2-tail, 

Mann-vlhitney). Both OP and PP differences were significant. 

These findings replicate nicely the PF>RF differences found 

in the initial investigations using descriptively difficult 

materials. Replication of these performance differences 

with easily-described stimuli indicates the generality and 

robustness of suppression effects in difficult classifica

tion tasks. 

To explore further the basis for this suppression, 

we must separate the data for solution and non-solution 

subjects and loolc more closely at pre-solution performance. 

The clearest presentation of pre-solution performance is 

given by the back!'11ard learning data shmvn in Table III and 

Figure 4. Data are given only for subjects attaining solu

tion. 

INSERT TABLE III ABOUT HERE 
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TABJ...E III 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT PLACEMENT ON 

SUCCESSIVE BLOCKS OF FIVE TRAINING (OP) 

TRIALS BACKWARDS FROM THE TRIAL PRECEDING 

THE lAST PRE-SOLUTION TRIAL FOR Ss ATTAINING 

SOLUTION IN EIGHT EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

ss 

RF 

lD 

3D 

5D 

7D 

Trial-Blocks Back from 

1* 2 

46.7 62.2 

56.9 62.0 

48.3 60.0 

47.2 60.0 

Last Pre-Solution 

3 

64.0 

52.0 

73.3 

64.0 

Trial 

4 

72.0 

60.0 

52.0 

40.0 

PF 

lD 

3D 

5D 

7D 

51.9 

45.3 

56.2 

55.9 

50.0 

48.6 

66.7 

46.7 

74.2 

66o7 

53.3 

60.0 

56.0 

50.0 

66.7 

50.0 

* Trial-block of last pre-solution trial 
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FIGURE 4 

BACKWARD STATIONARITY CURVES FOR Ss ATTAINING SOLUTION 
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INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 


These bac~vard stationarity data reveal no differen

tial or incremental learning prior to solution for any of 

the RF or PF groups~ and none of the data differ from chance 

expectancy (2-tail, Chi-Square). (Stationarity figures for 

each subject may be found in Appendix A, pages 149 to 156). 

These pre-solution stationarity findings are consistent with 

those of other investigators using well-specified stimulus 

materials (e. g., Bower and Trabasso, 1963~ Levine, Miller, 

and Steinmeyer, 1967). 

Since approximately equal numbers of RF and PF Ss 

within each dimension-group attained solution, the lack of 

differential pre-solution performance suggests that the 

marked interaction shovm in Figure 3 might be due primarily 

to differences in the time talcen to reach solution by each 

respective group. For example, PF Ss in Groups 5D and 7D 

may have simply "latched onto" the criterial feature for 

classifying the cards earlier in the trials than did their 

RF counterparts. 

This interpretation is supported by the mean trial 

of the last error (TLE) figures given in Table IV and 

Figure 5. Again, these data are for only those subjects 

reaching solution. (The TLE figures for individual subjects 

are to be found in Appendix A, pages 157 and 158). PF-RF 
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TABLE IV 

MEAN TRIALS OF THE LAST ERROR FOR Ss 

ATTAINING SOLUTION IN EIGHT GROUPS 

Number of 
Specified RF PF 

Dimensions 

lD 30.3 35.7 

3D 30.8 29.5 

SD 47.6 33.6 

7D 68.2 17.4 
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differences in TLE were significant only for the SD and 7D 

groups (p < .OS, SD~ p < .01, 7D~ 2-tail, Mann-Whitney). 

With five or seven dimensions specified as relevant, PF Ss 

solved the task in significantly fe'\-1er trials than did the 

corresponding RF groups. 

INSERT TABLE IV ABOUT HERE 


INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE 


While not significant statistically, the superior RF 

performance in Groups lD and 3D is also interesting. This 

probably arose from the effectiveness of the rule-first 

procedure in encouraging subjects to adhere to a strict 

hypothesis-testing strategy for sorting the cards. 

Placement-first subjects may have adopted an alternative 

classification strategy which, at this level of difficulty, 

proved slightly less efficient. 

This proposition is supported by the data from a 

) 	 win-stay I lose-shift (ws/ls) analysis performed on the pre

solution trials for those subjects attaining solution. Mean 

proportions of trials on which subjects retained their rule 

after each correct response or changed rules after each 

incorrect classification are given for all groups in Table 

v. 	 (Again, individual subjects' data are given in the 
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TABLE V 

MEAN PROPORTIONS OF PRE-SOLUTION TRIALS 

ON vlHICH Ss ATTAINING SOLUTION ADHERED 

TO A \'liN-STAY / LOSE-SHIFT STRATEGY 

FOR CLASSIFICATION 

Ss 

lD 

Number of 

3D 

Specified Dimensions 

SD 7D 

RF .929 .917 .845 .821 

PF .707 .789 .749 .684 
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Appendices, pages 159 and 160). 

INSERT TABLE V ABOUT HERE 


Rule-first Ss in Groups lD and 3D did maintain a 

rigid ws/ls policy for significantly greater proportions of 

trials than their PF counterparts (p < .001, lD~ p < .os, 3D: 

1-tail, Mann-Whitney). For the SD and 7D groups, differences 

in proportions of trials on 't-Jhich subjects adhered to a ws/ls 

policy were in the same direction, but were not significant. 

The observation that PF-RF performance differences 

were due largely to TLE differences alone indicates that 

suppression effects, at least in the present experiment, 

derived primarily from earlier solutions by the PF Ss in 

Groups SD and 7D. The basis for suppression does not appear 

to lie in superior performance by these subjects on the 

pre-solution trials, nor in differences between the numbers 

of PF and RF Ss attaining solution. 

Since PF performance was relatively constant for all 

groups, the significant PF>RF differences must have resulted 

from the large decrements displayed by RF Ss across dimen

sions. These suppression effects could have arisen from at 

least three potential sources: (1) the encouragement of RF 

Ss to follow hasty or incomplete verbal hypotheses for 

classifying descriptively difficult stimuli, (2) the 

encouragement of RF Ss to learn about only those cues 
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mentioned in hastily-given or incomplete rules, and (3) 

the operation of basically different PF and RF cue-sampling 

strategies. 

(1) Rule-first procedures could hinder the sorting 

of descriptively difficult materials by simply restricting 

the cues used for classification to those features mentioned 

in subjects' incomplete verbal rules. Such a process could 

be quite independent of any additional information that was 

actually learned. That is, RF Ss may have responded consis

tently with poorly-chosen overt hypotheses, but still 

learned as we 11 as the PF' groups. Two observations indicate 

that this was not the case. (a) If suppression resulted 

from mere performance as opposed to actual learning: deficits 

on the part of the RF Ss, larger PF-RF differences should 

have occurred in proportions of errors to solution than in 

TLE. The reverse is reflected in the data. This suggests 

that RF groups tended to learn about only those cues 

mentioned in their verbalized rules. (b) Suppression in 

the present experiment could not have arisen from either 

performance ~ learning deficits associated with descrip

tively incomplete hypotheses, since no such inadequate rules 

(PP<OP disparities) were found. This observation also 

eliminates alternative (2). 

The OP and PP figures for pre-solution trials are 

given in Table VI for those subjects reaching solution. The 

OPP figures are also included. (Corresponding data for 
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individual solution and non-solution subjects appear in 

Appendix A, pages 161 to 176). No significant between-group 

OP, OPP, or PP differences were found. Hith the single 

exception of the OP-OPP difference for the PF Ss in Group 3D, 

neither were any significant within-group OP-OPP or PP-OP 

differences observed. This implies that the requirement of 

having to state a rule did not alter sorting performance. 

The significant OP-OPP difference for the 3D PF group 

resulted from one extremely low OP score. Since the subject 

involved had an unusually lov1 TLE, hm·rever, this biasing OP 

percentage \vas based on very few trials. 

INSERT TABLE VI ABOUT HERE 


Rule-placement (PP<OP) disparities ~ found when 

descriptively difficult materials were used in the initial 

investigations and in the studies presented in Section B. 

The failure to replicate these disparities in the present 

experiment represents one major difference in the relation 

between verbalized rules and sorting performance brought 

about by the use of easily-described stimuli. This absence 

of descriptively incomplete rules is consistent with the 

findings of previous investigations using vlell-specified 

materials (Dulany and O'Connell, 1963~ O'Connell, 1965r 

Schwartz, 1966: O'Connell and Hagner, 1967: Greenbaum, et. 

al., 1968). 
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TABLE VI 


MEAN PERCENTAGES OF OBSERVED CORRECT 


PLACEMENT ON PRE-SOLUTION TRAINING (OP) 


AND PROBE (OPP) TRIALS, AND MEAN 


PERCENTAGES OF PREDICTED CORRECT PLACEMENT (PP) 

FOR Ss ATTAINING SOLUTION IN EIGHT GROUPS 

Ss OP OPP pp 

RF 

c 
Ill lD 61 0 3 63 .. 4 55.9 
0 ..... 
Ill 3D 55.2 58.8 53.5 
c 
cv 
El 5D 54.9 52.7 49.3 ..... 
Q 

7D 47.3 54.8 49.8't1 
cv ..... 
Il-l PF 
..... 
u 
cv lD 52.7 55.9 52.9
ClJ 

(J) 

3D 41.1 59.8 47.8Il-l 
0 

'-f 5D 53.0 54.8 50.4 
Cl> 

7D 55.0 70.6 57.9~ z 
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The lack of PP<OP differences implies that the rules 

stated were sufficient to describe all stimulus cues used 

for cla.ssification. It appears that the use of a specified 

stimulus set prevented subjects from attaining better-than

chance performance by using attributes or a.ttribute

combina.tions that they failed to verbalize. This might be 

expected on the basis that stimuli \vere constructed to mini

mize the use of positively-correlated hypotheses. It is 

unfortunate that these interpretations are blurred by the 

fact that both OP and PP pre-solution performance were at 

chance level. Concordance between observed and predicted 

correct placements becomes difficult to assess when perfor

mance fails to rise above chance expectancy, since it is not 

certain that subjects follmved their verbalized. rules for 

classification. Chance-level responding -v1ould also result 

if subjects made up rules at random and independently guessed 

at the placement of each card. 

This latter alternative seems implausible, however, 

in view of the high incidences of rule-placement consistency 

shmvn in Table VII. (Consistency measures for individual 

subjects are given in Appendix A, pages 177 to 180). These 

data suggest that RF Ss at least did use their stated rules 

for classification. It is unlikely that RF Ss sorting cards 

independently of their verbalized rules would classify a 

long series of stimuli consistently with these prior verbal 

statements. Unfortunately, consistency es-timates reveal 
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TABLE VII 

MEAN PROPORTIONS OF PRE-SOLUTION 

TRIALS ON vlliiCH PLACEMENT WAS CONSISTENT 

~ITTH THE STATED RULE FOR Ss ATTAINING 

SOLUTION IN EIGHT EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Ss Number of Specified Dimensions 

lD 3D SD 7D 

RF .957 .985 .936 .954 

PF .961 .979 .978 .975 
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little for PF groups, since these subjects could easily have 

rationalized their overt statements after placing cards in 

accordance "t-rith unspecified, covert rules. 

INSERT TABLE VII ABOUT HERE 


(3) The basis for suppression could also lie in 

fundamental differences bet~1een RF and PF cue-se.mpling 

strategies. That is, the two groups could differ in the 

ways in which they ordered their search for relevant cues. 

Differential cue-sampling could facilitate earlier solutions 

by PF as opposed to RF groups in at least t\-10 ways: (a) by 

producing more effective forms of hypotheses for classifica

tion, and (b) by eliminating a greater number of poten

tially relevant cues on each trial. 

(a) It is possible that PF procedures elicit 

different a.nd more effective hypotheses for sorting the 

cards than those formulated under RF conditions. However, 

there "'ere no apparent differences in the rules stateo by RF 

and PF groups. That is, a greater number of attribute

combinations, conjunctive, disjunctive, or conditional rules 

were not utilized more often by one group than the other. 

Leaving such gross distinctions aside, the absence of signi

ficant PP differences on pre-solution trials also suggests 

that the rules verbalized by RF and PF groups \>lere comparable 

in their effectiveness for sorting the cards. 
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Unfortunately, this PP measure pertains only to 

those hypotheses verbalized during the trials. It is 

possible that these overt rules differed from the covert 

hypotheses that might have been used for classification. 

The absence of pre-solution performance differences, however, 

implies that any unverbalized hypotheses used by PF Ss did 

not enhance their performance over that attained by the RF 

groups. In addition, the high incidences of rule-placement 

consistency cited earlier suggest that the RF groups at 

least did use their stated hypotheses for sorting the cards. 

Thus, the comparable PP figures cited earlier ~ be 

interpreted as implying that superior PF performance in 

Groups SD and 7D did not result from different and more 

effective hypotheses. If different cue-sampling techniques 

were employed by RF and PF groups, these differential 

processes were not reflected in the rules used for classi

fication. 

(b) Another way in which cue-sampling differences 

might facilitate earlier solutions by PF groups \vould be to 

permit these subjects to eliminate greater numbers of 

potentially relevant hypotheses on each trial. It has 

already· been suggested that requiring RF Ss to state an 

explicit hypothesis prior to each placement might encourage 

these subjects to test only one rule at a time. Placement

first Ss, however, need not formulate a verbal rule until 

after each placement has been made. Thus, these subjects 
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could have access to additional information on each trial if 

they attempted to remember specific stimulus instances 

rather than the cues taken from these cards for purposes of 

formulating.verbal hypotheses. If but one card were retained 

in memory for comparison with subsequent items, subjects 

could perform a mental scan for common features. This proce

dure could effectively eliminate several potential rules on 

each trial. It could also suggest to the subject several 

hypotheses that might have higher probabilities of success 

on subsequent items. 

Theoretically, subjects using this technique could 

solve the task in very few trials. Presumably, ho,.,rever, 

memory for specific items would not be perfect~ and a longer 

than minimal series of trials would undoubtedly be necessary 

for solution. Even so, such a strategy could easily result 

in earlier solutions for PF groups than for their RF counter

parts. 

Both groups, of course, would ultimately fo~~ulate 

verbal hypotheses for classification. The important differ

ence between these proposed RF and PF strategies lies in how 

rules in each respective ca.se are selected, and \vhat 

information is stored. It is suggested that RJ? groups test 

rules chosen from a pool of hypotheses that are formulated 

independ~ntly of specific stimulus instances. That is, RF 

Ss order their search for relevant cues by keeping track of 

the rules tested as opposed to any specific cards presented. 
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Placement-first groups, by contrast, are suggested to select 

cues for classification on the basis of comparisons between 

specific stimuli retained in memory. This would allow these 

subjects to sample from a much smaller subset or pool of 

potentially relevant cues than the· RF groups, and to attain 

solution in substa.ntially fewer trials. 

The combined results presented thus far (the TLE 

data in particular) show clearly that PF Ss do eliminate 

cues at a higher rate than RF groups on difficult classi

fication tasks. This finding could result from (i) the 

testing of greater numbers of verbal hypotheses on each 

trial (i. e., hypotheses selected independently of specific 

stimulus items), or (ii) the eliminating of multiple cues 

on each trial by recalling specific cards and scanning for 

common features as outlined above. The combined evidence 

of the four studies presented in this section support the 

latter alternative. 

If PF groups simply tested multiple verbal hypothe

ses on each trial, there would be no reason to expect these 

subjects to learn more about specific stimulus cards than 

the RF groups. However, one further observation from the 

present experiment, and data presented in the next three 

studies, indicate that PF Ss do retain more information 

about specific stimuli than the RF groups. 

If subjects in the present experiment did attempt to 

remember specific stimuli, there '\vould presumably be at 
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least some recency effect for any items retained. That is, 

recently presented cards should tend to be better remembered 

than those presented earlier in the series. If succeeding 

cards were classified according to rules selected on the 

basis of information obtained from these recently presented 

items, the rules given should correctly sort a greater 

number of immediately preceding cards than the PP figures 

for each subject might indicate. 

To test this possibility, the rule given on the last 

trial of each block of five training (OP) trials was used to 

classify the preceding items in that same trial-block. In 

other Hords, the probabilities that the rule stated on the 

last trial of each OP block ,.,ould correctly sort the first, 

second, third, and fourth items back from that trial were 

computed. These bac~.,rard Erobability (BP) data are presen

ted for these respective trials in Table VIII, along with 

the overall probability of correct placement for these same 

trials taken collectively. Data are given only for solution 

subjects in the 5D and 7D groups, for whom significant TLE 

differences were found. (Individual subjects' data may be 

found in Appendix A, pages 181 to 188). 

INSERT TABLE VIII ABOUT HERE 


Estimates of predicted correct placements (PP) were 

compu'ced in three different -v1ays for comparison with the BP 
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TABLE VIII 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT Pl1~CEMENT ON 

TRIALS I~~EDIATELY PRECEDING THE LAST 

TRIAL OF EACH PRE-SOLUTION OP BLOCK FOR 

Ss ATTAINING SOLUTION IN FOUR GROUPS 

Ss Number of Trials Back from Last Trial per Block 

RF 1 2 3 4 Overall 

5D 

7D 

69.0 

62.5 

59.7 

71.3 

56.2 

68.1 

64.3 

46.5 

62.3 

62.1 

PF 

SD 

7D 

72.5 

80.0 

71.3 

70.0 

76.2 

100.0 

75.0 

83.3 

73.8 

83.3 
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data for each subject. (a) The overall pre-solution PP for 

each subject, computed as described earlier, was used. This 

PP estimate \'Till be denoted PP0 • {b) The PP for only those 

trials included in the BP analysis was also calculated. 

This PP estimate will be denoted PPs• {c) Finally, since 

only one rule from each trial-block was used for the BP 

analysis, a weighted mean PP for these rules alone was 

computed. ~7eighting was determined by the number of trials 

for which each rule was used in BP estimation. This PP 

estimate will be denoted PPm• All PP estimates and the 

corresponding BP data for all groups are presented in Table 

IX. Overall BP estimates were significantly higher than 

respective PP figures for only the PF groups (1-tail, Walsh). 

No significant BP>PP differences were found for either RF 

group. 

INSERT TABLE IX ABOUT HERE 


Now, PP0 is an estimate of h0\'1 well the rules given 

will classify all items in the stimulus set. The BP data, 

on the other hand, represent estimates of how well certain 

of these rules will sort only immediately preceding items. 

The observation that rules given by the PF ~s correctly 

classified inunediately preceding items better than both {i) 

other cards in the stimulus set, and {ii) rules given by 

RF Ss on corresponding trials is certainly consistent with 
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TABLE IX 

MEAN BP AND PP ESTI~~TES ON PRE-SOLUTION 


TRIALS FOR 5D AND 70 Ss ATTAINING SOLUTION 


50 70 
RF PF RF PF 

PPo 49.3 50.4 49.8 57.9 

PPs 51.2 54.2 50.1 54.9 

PPm 54.0 45.4 48.4 57.2 

BP 62.3 73.8 62.1 83.3 

p-values: 1-tail, Walsh 

PPo<BP > .055 < .056 > .062 < .062 

PPs<BP > .055 < .005 > .062 < .031 

PPm<BP > .055 < .oos > .062 < .031 
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the proposition that PF groups attended more closely to 

specific stimulus instances. Indeed, it appears that the 

rules used by PF Ss were actually selected on the basis of 

information obtained from recently presented items. This 

would account for the significant BP>PP 5 and BP>PPm 

differences found. 

Additional evidence for this proposed "stimulus 

versus rule" orientation of PF groups is presented in Study 

II. The remaining experiments (III and IV) in this section 

offer data on the feasibility and effectiveness of the 

proposed scanning mechanism for producing the observed 

suppression effects under PF-RF conditions. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

EXPERINENT II 

RATIONALE 

The basic rationale for the final (backward probabi

lity) analysis in Study I was the proposition that PF 

subjects attempt to remember specific stimuli to a greater 

extent than RF groups. If this hypothesis is tenable, 

presenting the same stimuli more than once should result in 

(a) more frequent recognition of repeated items for PF as 

opposed to RF groups1 and (b) superior PF performance on 

repeated items -- both to that produced on non-repeat trials, 

and to that produced on repeated items by RF groups. In 

addition, if repeats facilitate a scan for co~non features 

by the PF subjects, these groups should produce lower TLE's 

than eithe-r RF groups or PF subjects not having the benefit 

repeated exposures. These predictions are tested in the 

present experiment. 

METHOD 

Forty-five paid volunteer undergraduates were shown 

the same stimulus set used in Study I. The mode of presen

tation and exposure times were identical to those in this 

69 
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previous experiment. Subjects were randomly assigned to one 

of three experimental groups of fifteen subjects each: (i) 

placement-first repeat (PFr), (ii) rule-first repeat (RFr), 

and (iii) placement-first non-repeat (PFnr). As in the 

previous study, PF groups were not· asked to state a rule 

until after each card had been classified. Rule-first 

subjects were required to verbalize their hypotheses prior 

to making each placement. 

Subjects in the PFnr group were simply shO\-In the 

eighty stimulus cards in sequence, with no items repeated. 

For the PFr and RFr groups, thirty of the cards were repeats. 

Items were repeated only once, and in such a way that either 

two, three, or four novel items intervened (with equal 

frequencies) in each case. Presentation orders were 

arranged such that the same novel items were presented on 

all non-repeat trials that were common to the three groups. 

(Presentation orders for all groups are given in Appendix B, 

page 190). 

Each group was given a series of five alternating 

blocks of ten training (OP) trials and six probe (OPP) 

trials. Again, no feedback was given, and no verbal rules 

were required on the OPP trials. Subjects were informed 

that the correct rule ("squares go in 'A': everything else, 

in 'B'"} involved only one value on one of the seven dimen

sions. To control for response bias, the classification 

category for the correct rule was reversed for alternate 
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subjects. For the two repeated-item groups, cards were 

arranged so that equal numbers of "A" and "B" items appeared 

on the OP, OPP, repeat (r), and non-repeat (nr) or novel

item trials. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Mean percentages of correct placement on the OP and 

OPP trials are given in Table X for solution and non-solution 

subjects in all three groups. Repeat and non-repeat trials 

are shown separately for each group. Mean TLE's for those 

subjects reaching solution, and the numbers of subjects in 

each group attaining solution are also included. (Data for 

individual subjects are given in Appendix B, pages 191 to 

200). 

INSERT TABLE X ABOUT HERE 


Repeated items had no discernible effect on sorting 

performance for the rule-first ss. No repeat I non-repeat 

differences were found for either solution or non-solution 

subjects in the RFr group. Indeed, RFr performance on both 

feedback (OP) and probe (OPP) pre-solution trials did not 

differ from chance for either the repeat or non-repeat 

trials. Subjects reaching solution in this group also 

produced higher TLE 1 s than did solution subjects in the PFnr 

group not having the benefit of repeated exposures (p < .osr 
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TABLE X 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT PLACEMENT ON 

TRAINING (OP) AND PROBE {OPP) TRIALS AND 

ON REPEAT {r) AND NON-REPEAT {nr) TRIALS, 

AND MEAN TLE 1 S FOR SOLUTION (s) AND NON

SOLUTION (ns) Ss IN THREE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Over All Trials, for All Ss 

PFnr RFr PFr 

OP 

OPP 

68.8 

72.2 

59.1 

58.2 

77.9 

84.9 

Pre-Solution Trinlc Only 

OP s 
PFnr 

ns s 
RFr 

ns s 
PFr 

ns 

OPP 

nr 

r 

nr 

r 

54.8 

53.1 

57.7 

48.0 

57.9 

53.8 

49.5 

50.3 

51.5 

54.8 

48.9 

52.6 

46.0 

84.3 

52.4 

85.7 

50.0 

63.4 

56.7 

68.4 

TLE 34.1 53.8 20.0 

NO. 10 5 6 9 11 4 
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1-tail, Mann-vlliitney). This finding confirms the higher 

TLE's for RF Ss in Groups SD and 7D found in Experiment I. 

In addition, fewer RFr than PFr or PFnr Ss attained solution 

in the present study. 

Solution subjects in the PFr group, by contrast, 

performed better on repeated than on non-repeated cards for 

both the OP and OPP pre-solution trials (p < .01 and p < .05 

respectively1 2-tail, Wilcoxon). Even non-solution sw,jects 

in this group shm·1ed tendencies to perform better on repeat 

trials. These tendencies v1ere not significant, ho-vmver, with 

anN of only four. Finally, PFr §s reaching solution gave 

superior performance on repeated items than did solution 

subjects in the RFr group (.02 < p < .OS1 2-tail, Mann

Whitney). These PFr Ss also produced significantly lov1er 

TLE 1 s (p < .021 2-tail, Mann-Whitney). Differences in 'rLE's 

between the t't-70 placement-first groups 'tvere in the predicted 

direction, but v;ere not quite significant ( .05 < p < .101 

1-tail, Mann-Whitney). Perhaps a task which maximized the 

gains from repeated items might yield larger TLE differences 

between repeat and non-repeat PF groups. This vras attempted 

in Experiment IV. 

The superior overall performance by the PFr group, 

then, appears to have arisen from tvlO principal sources: 

(a) the lmver TLE 1 s for these subjects, and (b) the lower 

error rate of this group on repeated items. 'rhe latter 

observation provides additional support for interpretations 
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given the BP-PP differences found in the previous experiment. 

That is, the observation that PFr performance was better on 

repeated items than on either PFr non-repeat or RFr repeat 

trials does imply that memory for specific cards \'ras superior 

for PF as opposed to RF groups. 

Still further support for this interpretation is 

provided by data obtained from infonnal questioning of the 

PFr and RFr groups. Upon completing the trials, subjects 

were told that some items had been repeated. They were asked 

if they had recognized this fact during the trials, and if 

they could estimate the relative proportion of repeated items 

in the sequence of cards they had seen. All subjects in the 

PFr group replied in the affirmative to the first question, 

while two RFr Ss stated they had not recognized any repeats. 

Solution subjects in the PFr group estimated an average of 

23 .o per cent of the cards shown t.o be repeats. The RFr Ss 

reaching solution, by contrast, gave a mean estimate of only 

6.3 per cent (p = .028r 2-tail, Mann-N'hitney). Since the 

actual proportion of repeats was 37.5 per cent, this discre

pc.mcy in estimated proportions of repeated stimuli is 

certainly consistent \'rith the proposition that PFr Ss 

attended more closely to specific cards than did the RFr 

group. 

If the cue-sampling strategies of PFr Ss did involve 

memory for specific items, it would seem reasonable to expect 

that more recently presented stimuli might tend to be better 
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remembered than those shown earlier in the series. It will 

be recalled that repeated items were presented in such a T.t1ay 

that either two, three, or four novel items intervened in 

each case. Thus, items repeated after only two intervening 

stimuli might be expected to be recognized more often than 

those cards repeated after three or four interpolated items. 

The data from an intervening item analysis fail to provide 

much support for this hypothesis, however. These data are 

presented in Table XI. (Corresponding data for individual 

subjects are given in Appendix B, pages 201 to 204). 

INSERT TABLE XI ABOUT HERE 


\ihile there does appear to be a slight tendency for 

PFr ~s to perform better on repeated items having only two 

intervening stimuli, the evidence for decreasing OP and OPP 

gradients across the t'\-10 1 three, and four intervening-item 

categories is certainly not clear. It appears that any 

recency effects in the recognition of repeated items were 

not reflected in markedly superior performance on those 

repeat trials involving fe\ver interpolated stimuli. Perhaps 

greater nmnbers of intervening items are needed for the 

expected gradients to emerge. The recency effects found in 

the BP data for Experiment I might suggest this. Backward 

probability estimates for all four immediately preceding 

stimuli were signific~.mtly higher than the PP estimates for 
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TABLE XI 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT PLACENENT ON 

REPEATED-ITEM PRE-SOLUTION TRIALS \'liTH 

TWO, THREE, OR FOUR INTERVENING STIMULUS 

PRESENTATIONS 

Ss 

RF 2 

Number of Intervening Items 

OP OPP 

3 4 2 3 4 

s 

ns 

42.2 

57.8 

50.0 

48.9 

62.5 

57.8 

55.0 

57.8 

75.8 

48.9 

35.8 

55.5 

PF 

s 

ns 

90.9 

75.0 

76.7 

55.0 

83.3 

55.0 

93.3 

ao.o 

93.8 

60.0 

81.3 

65.0 

s/ns = solution I non-solution Ss 
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these same respective trials. In addition, both recency and 

primacy effects were found by Levine (1968) over greater 

numbers of preceding stimulus items. Of course, it may be 

that recency is not the most important determinant of the 

specific cards subjects choose to retain in memory for com

parison with subsequent items with these stimulus materials. 

Other factors such as primacy or saliency might prove to be 

more crucial in this connection. 



CHAPTER SIX 


EXPERIMENT III 


RATIONALE 


The combined evidence presented thus far has con

cerned the proposed differences in cue-sampling strategies 

used by RF and PF subjects. Evidence has yet to be 

presented, howevar, on both the feasibility and the effec

tiveness of the proposed scanning mechanism by which these 

differential cue-sampling techniques could have produced 

the observed suppression effects.. It has been suggested 

that memory for specific items aided PF groups to solve the 

task sooner than their RF counterparts by allowing them to 

compare items retained in memory with subsequently-presented 

stimuli. The next experiment (Study IV) will present 

evidence for the effectiveness of this mental scan for 

concept identification. The present experiment, however, is 

directed at the more modest goal of simply demonstrating the 

feasibility of such a mechanism for producing the PF>RF 

performance differences found in the preceding experiments. 

It will be recalled that suppression effects in 

Study I resulted from RF performance decrements across 

dimension-groups. Placement-first performance, by contrast, 
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remained relatively constant across dimensions. In order 

for the scan hypothesis to be tenable, then, it must be 

sho\'m that subjects can successfully perform such an opera

tion, and that stable performance can be maintained across 

different numbers of specified dimensions. 

METHOD 

The same stimuli used in Experiments I and II vrere 

presented sequentially to ten paid volunteer undergraduates. 

All subjects were run individually in an experimental 

session lasting approximately one-half hour. The mode of 

presentation and stimulus exposure times were identical to 

those in the previous studies. How~ver, subjects were not 

required, as before, to classify the cards. Instead, they 

were asked to verbally specify all "common elements" they 

could remember from each subset of cards presented. Res

ponses were given only after each complete subset had been 

presented, and subjects were not allO\ved to begin naming 

features until after the last exposure for each subset had 

terminated. 

Subjects \•Tere run such that one, three, five, or all 

seven dimensions were specified as relevant at different 

stages during the trials. These dimensions corresponded to 

the lD, 3D, 5D, and 7D groups in Study I in that the same 

dimension-combinations were used for corresponding groups in 

both experirncmts. Subjects began ~1ith only one dimension 
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specified as relevant. A sequence of three pairs of cards 

'\<-7ere presented, '\dth subjects naming elements of the speci

fied dimension that '\·Tere common to both cards of each pair 

or subset. Next, two subsets of three cards each "'ere 

presented, and subjects '\'7ere required to name elements of 

the. specified dimension that were. common to all three items 

of each set. Finally, two subsets of four cards each were 

shovm, and so on -- making a total of twenty cards for the 

one-dimension series. 

This entire procedure v1as then repeated '\-Tith three, 

five, and seven dimensions specified as relevant. In short, 

each subject was shown three subsets of two cards each, two 

subsets of three cards each, and two subse.ts of four cards 

each. At the end of each subset, he was required to name 

the elements common to all cards in that subset on all 

dimensions specj.fied as relevant for that particular series. 

The presentation order was reversed for alternate 

subjects in order that performance differences could not be 

attributed to specific stimulus differences inherent in the 

various subsets or series. Subjects were allowed to give 

their responses in any order. They were instructed not to 

guess, and were told to name an element only if they felt 

reasonably certain it was correct. Feedback was given s.fter 

the responses for each subset had been recorded. Scoring 

'\'Jas accomplished by simply counting for e.ach of the one-, 

three-, five.-, and seven-dimension series the nlliuber of 

http:subse.ts
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correct responses given. Wrong responses were subtracted 

from the overall correct score for each subset. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The mean percentages of co~mon elements correctly 

named for the two-, three-, and four-card sequences in each 

dimension-series a.re given in Table XII and in Figure 6. 

(Subjects• individual data are to be found in Appendix c, 

pages 206 to 209}. Performance decreased rapidly across 

dimensions for all but the two-card sequences. Decrements 

in performance were also severe across the two-, three-, and 

four-card sequences within both the five- and seven-dimension 

series. 

INSERT TABLE XII ABOUT HERE 


INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE 


The findings of greatest interest are the high 

performance levels and relative stability of the data for 

the two-card sequences. These observations indicate that 

subjects are able to scan for common features over at least 

two cards, and can do so independently of the number of 

dimensions specified as relevant for classification. That 

is, they can retain at least one item in memory for compari
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TABLE XII 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF COMMON FEATURES 


CORRECTLY NANED BY TEN Ss ON TWO-, 


THREE, AND FOUR -CARD SEQUENCES HITH 


ONE, THREE, FIVE, AND SEVEN DINENSIONS 


SPECIFIED AS RELEVANT 


Number of Number of Cards per SubsetDimensions 

2 3 4 

10 89.0 93.3 95.0 

3D 90.7 61.0 81.7 

50 82.0 44.6 36.7 

70 83.8 31.3 21.5 
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FIGURE 6 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF COMMON FEATURES 

CORRECl,LY NAMED ON TWO-, THREE-, 

AND FOUR-CARD SEQUENCES WITH ONE, 

THREE, FIVE, AND SEVEN DIMENSIONS 

SPECIFIED AS RELEVANT 
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son ,.,ith subsequently-presented stimuli. A similar scanning 

mechanism, then, could quite feasibly have contributed to 

the relatively stable PF performance across dimensions in 

Study I~ and to the lo,.;er TLE's produced by these subjects 

in both Experiments I and II. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 


EXPERIMENT IV 


RATIONALE 


The rationale for using repeated items in Experiment 

II was that memory for specific cards might be enhanced by 

these repeated e.xposures. It t.;as proposed that increased 

memory facility might in turn aid subjects to scan retained 

and subsequently-presented items of the same classification 

category for common elements. Evidence supporting these 

propositions vms produced by the PFr group. These PF sub

jects having repeat trials produced lm-ver TLE 1 s than either 

the RFr group or the PFnr subjects not having repeated 

exposures. The PFr<PFnr TLE differences, however, were not 

quite significant in this earlier experiment (.05 < p < .01~ 

1-tail, Mann-tvhitney). The use of repeated items apparently 

failed to enhance PF sorting performance sufficiently to 

obtain clear differences. 

However, the possible benefits of repeated exposures 

were clearly not maximized in Experiment II. Items "'ere 

repeated only once, and subjects were not informed that 

cards t-70uld be repeated. The effectiveness of a scan for 

common elements might be more adequately tested by (a} 
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repeating items successively to further aid memory for speci

fic cards, and (b) instructing subjects to use their 

enhanced memory for specific stimuli on a mental scan for 

those features common to several items of the same category. 

These propositions are tested in the present experiment. If 

repeated items and the instructional set to scan for co:mmon 

features are effective, PFr subjects should produce signifi

cantly lower TLE 1 s than PF subjects not having the benefits 

of either repeated exposures or the instructional set. 

METHOD 

The same stimulus materials used in the previous 

studies '\<Tere pres~ented to thirty paid volunteer undergradu

ates. Subjects 't-ll:;re randomly assigned to either a PFr or a 

PFnr group, as defined in Experiment II. Again, the PFnr 

group was shown the eighty stimulus cards in sequence, '\<Tith 

no repeats. The l?Fr subjects Here also given eighty trials, 

but in such a manner that each block of five stimuli was 

repeated three times. In other words, while the PFnr sub

jects were shown stimuli 1 through 80, the PFr group was 

shown stimuli 1 through 5 three times in succession, then 

shown stimuli 16 1:hrough 20 three times, and so on. This 

procedure allo'\vEd identical novel items to be presented for 

comparison at the same stages of training for both groups. 

Of course, repeated stimuli were randomized for each repeat 

series in order that. subjects could not simply memorize a 
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response sequence for these items. 

Subjects in the PFr group were informed in advance 

of the repeat sequences, and were instructed to use these 

repeat trials as an aid in remembering specific stimulus 

items. The exper:imenter then elaborated on how a scan for 

common features cc::mld drastically reduce the number of 

potentia.l rules for classification. T\'70 sample cards were 

shown, and it t,vas o.emonstrated how such a procedure could 

work if the subject \>lere able to retain at least one item 

in memory for comparison 'tvith subsequent stimuli. 

Both groups were told that only one element on one 

of the seven dimensions was relevant for classification. 

The correct rule 't•7as the same as for the preceding studies~ 

and again, the classification category for this rule vJas 

reversed for alternate subjects. The trials were terminated 

early if subjects made ten successive correct placements 

using the correct rule. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Nean TLE's and mean percentages of correct placement 

on pre-solution trials are given in Table XIII for both 

solution and non-solution subjects. Data for the repeat (r) 

and novel-item (n) trials are shovm separately. The numbers 

of subjects attaining solution in both groups are also given. 

(Corresponding dat.a for individual subjects may be found in 

Appendix D, pages 211 to 213). 
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TABLE XIII 

MEAN TRil\LS OF THE LAST ERROR {TLE' s) AND 

MEAN PERCEN'rAGES OF CORRECT PLACEMENT {CP) 

ON REPEATED-ITEM (r) AND NOVEL-ITEM (n) PRE

SOLUTION TRIALS FOR SOLUTION ( s) AND NON

SOLUTION (ns) Ss IN TNO EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Ss No. TLE CPn CPrl CPr2 

PFnr 

s 9 26.2 46,.6 

ns 6 53.9 

PFr 

s 11 14.6 50.8 68.8 71.0 

ns 4 41.7 59.0 66.0 

CPn = correct placements on novel-item trials common 
to both groups 

CPrl = correct placements on first-repeat trials 

CPr2 = correct placements on second-repeat trials 
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INSERT TABLE XIII ABOUT HERE 


Trials of the last error (TLE' s) \vere significantly 

lmver for PFr Ss ·than for the PFnr group (p < .05: 2-tai 1, 

Mann-Nhitney). This suggests that repeated items and the 

instructional set to scan for common features \vere effective. 

in facilitating e<::trlier solutions by the PFr group. Com

bined with findin<JS from the previous study, this observa

tion provides additional support for the proposition that 

similar scanning strategies could have produced the superior 

PF performance found in the earlier investigations. 

Subjects attaining solution in the PFr group also 

performed significantly better on first-repeat (rl) trials 

than on novel-item (n) trials prior to solution (p < .047: 

2-tail, tvalsh). Non-solution subjects in this PFr group 

also tended to perform better on the first-repeat trials 

(p < .062: 1-tail,, Walsh). Performance on the novel-item 

trials prior to solution, ho\'.Tever, did not differ from chance 

for solution or non-solution subjects in either group. These 

observations confirm the similar findings in Experiment II. 

Finally, no significant performance differences were found 

between first- and second-repeat trials. Re,peating cards 

twice did not substantially increase memory for specific 

items over that afforded by single repeats. 



PART B 

CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION \'liTH 

DESCRIPTIVELY DIFFICULT 

STIMULUS MATERIALS 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

INTRODUCTION TO PART B 

In Part A, rule-first procedures ,.,ere demonstrated 

to increase the dE;gree of reliance subjects placed on verbal 

hypotheses for classification. However, requiring subjects 

to state rules prior to placement hindered sorting perfor

mance only for difficult tasks involving reasonably large 

nUJ-:nbers of stimulus attributes and dimensions. For "easy" 

tasks \'Tith fe,., irrelevant attributes, this method of encou

raging hypothesis-testing was found, if anything, to enhance 

sorting performance. '.rasks involving large numbers of 

irrelevant features, however, make it difficult.for subjects 

to order their search for relevant cues if they are serially 

testing hypotheses for classification. The effort required 

to moniter the pool of potentially relevant rules increases 

with the nrunber of attributes. 

The evidence from Part A suggests that subjects can 

attain solution more rapidly on difficult classification 

tasks by scanning specific cards for common features rather 

then by serially testing verbal hypotheses. These findings 

imply that reliance on verbal rules \'lill hinder concept 

learning only if an alternative strat.:egy is available that 
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could result in better performance. 

Another variable that could be expected to vary the 

extent that subjects will be guided by verbal hypotheses is 

subjects' O"Vm estimates of their verbal adequacy with respect 

to the tasl<.. Certain materials seem to actually prevent 

subjects from even approaching stimuli in a verbal frame of 

reference'! e. g., art reproductions, nonsense figures, or 

Hull's {1920) Chinese symbols. This implies that the experi

menter's choice of stimulus material should be considered in 

relation to subjects' prior verbal habits. If descriptively 

difficult stimuli reduce subjects' confidence in their O\.vn 

verbal adequacy, t:he use of these materials should also 

reduce the degree of reliance subjects place on verbal rules 

in ordering their search for relevant cues. In short, 

descriptive difficulty should interact with the effects of 

rule-placement order. Materials that are difficult to 

describe are bound to affect differently the relation bet\'l6E.n 

verbalized rules and sorting performance than 'tdll easily

described stimuli. 

These propositions are supported by findings of the 

initial (1967) investigations using descriptively difficult 

materials. In these earlier studies, subjects• reluctance to 

use verbal strategies was manifested in several ways. (a) 

Subjects expressed difficulty in specifying rules for classi

fication, and they verbalized an extremely wide range of 

rules. (b) 'l'hey failed to spontaneously verbalize exhaus
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tive rules (i. e., rules that would classify every card in 

the stimulus set), and seemed reluctant to do so even when 

prompted. (c) They stated rules that -v1ere descriptively 

incomplete, or inadequate to describe the cues used for 

classification (PP<OP). (d) Finally, they apparently 

rationalized some rules ad hoc to fit placements already 

made. 

Despite subjects' seeming reluctance to use verbal 

rules, however, variations in rule-placement order did 

produce suppression effects. This demonstrates that rule

first procedures can induce reliance on verbal hypotheses 

for classification even when descriptively difficult stimuli 

are employed. The experiments presented in this section 

replicate these findings, but shm-1 that they clo not neces

sarily hold true for all types of descriptively difficult 

materials. ~"o exploratory investigations using stimuli 

varying in descriptive difficulty are presented. Attempts 

are made to relate findings to the underlying processes of 

concept learning discussed in Section A. 

Experiment V utilizes the same stimuli used in the 

initial (1967) investigations. These were children's playing 

cards that were easy to describe individually. Common 

dimensions of variation, hovrever, -vrere difficult to specify. 

For example, subjects could quite readily describe a card 

showing 11 one dog and three upside-do-vm pigs on a green back

ground." But specifying how this card systematically differed 
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from others in thE~ stimulus set proved difficult. Experi-· 

ment VI employs art reproductions. These afforded greater 

descriptive difficulty than the materials used in Study V, 

since individual attributes as \<Jell as dimensions of varia

tion \<Jere obscure. Finally, a little demonstration using a 

visual identificat:ion task is briefly outlined. An interest

ing feature of thH stimuli employed for this demonstration 

was the availability of conceptual 11 tags" or labels for the 

items to be identified. These were anticipated to result 

in high performance levels despite the high degree of 

descriptive difficulty involved. 



CHAPTER NINE 

EXPERIMENT V 

RATIONALE 

This experiment is a direct extension of the initial 

(1967) work using descriptively difficult materials, and 

provides a replication of both the descriptive incompletene.ss 

(PP<OP) and suppn:ssion (PF>RF) effects found in these early 

investigations. 'rhe present study also addresses the 

question of wheth~::r RF groups must formulate rules in advance 

of vieHing the stimuli to be classifieO. for PF>RF performance 

differences to occur. 

In Part A,, suppression "'as attributed to differences 

in cue-sampling st:rategies by RF and PF groups. Rule-first 

subjects v,rere said to test rules sampled from a pool of 

hypotheses that we;re selected independently of specific 

stimulus instances. And they ordered their search for rele

vant cues by remembering the rules tested. This proved to 

be less efficient for difficult classifica.tion tasks than 

remembering specific stimuli and scanning for common cues. 

HovJever, RF groupE: in all previous studies had no opportunlty 

to view each stimulus before formulating their verbal rule. 

Denying RF subjects this opportunity may have forced them to 
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select rules independently of specific stimulus cards, and 

this could be the basis for the observed suppression effects. 

This process would seem more likely to occur with descrip

tively difficult tha.n with easily-described materials. tvith 

stimuli having indefinite attribut.es or dimensions of varia

tion, the hypotheses to be tested might seem less obvious to 

subjects. Thus, the cards thernselves could be expected to 

act as even more important sources of rule suggestion than 

would be the case '\\lith easily-described stimuli. 

Alternatively, it might be the requirement of having 

RF groups verbalize their hypotheses prior to placement, 

regardless of '\vhether they have seen the card to be sorted, 

that is crucial for suppression to occur. These alternatives 

can be tested by allowing RF subjects to view each stimulus 

before they give their rule. If the former hypothesis is 

correct, this procedure should preclude the production of 

PF>RF differences. If the latter alternative is the more 

accurate description of events, RF performance should remain 

unaltered, as should the previously observed suppression 

effects. 

METHOD 

Subjects: 

Experimental subjects were twenty male and t\venty 

female undergraduates enrolled in the third-year Personality 

and Developmental Psychology courses at McMaster University. 

http:attribut.es
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Subject participa1:.ion was compulsory as s. part of the course 

requirements. ThE~ native language of all subjects '\r7as 

English. Five graduate and three undergraduate psychology 

students served as control subjects. 

Materials and Apparatus: 

The 100 s1:imuli consisted of 2 x 3 inch children's 

playing cards mounted on 3 x 5 inch plain white index cards. 

All stimuli depic1:.ed cartoon animals, and varied widely 

along many possible dimensions: color, size and type of 

animal, number and position of figures, inversions of some 

figures, presence or absence of lettering and/or numerals on 

the card, etc. Each card could be correctly sorted into one 

of two categories according to the rule 11 cards shmving tvro 

or more animals of the same species are in category 'A'~ all 

others are in catE~gory 'B 1 
• 

11 Categories \vere reversed for 

alternate subjects. There were fifty cards of each category, 

and these were prE~sented in the same randomized order for 

all groups. The viel·ler utilized in the preceding experi

ments was used for stimulus presentation. A tape recorder 

was used to record subjects 1 rule-statements. 

Procedure: 

The forty experimental subjects were run indivi

dually in a session lasting approximately one hour. Each 

subject was randomly assigned to one of four groups, and 

instructions were given accordingly. 

(a) SPR (stimulus-placement-rule): Subjects in 

http:depic1:.ed
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this group v1ere asked to sort the card on each trial before 

stating their rule for classification. 

(b) RSP (rule-stimulus-placement): These subjects 

were required to state their rule before view·ing the item to 

be classified on each trial. 

(c) SRP (stimulus-rule-placement): This group was 

allowed to vie\v each card first, but was sti 11 required to 

state a rule prior to sorting the item which was presented a 

second time for categorization. 

(d) SP (stimulus-placement): These subjects were 

not required to g:lve any verbal response during the trials. 

All subjects \•Jere informed there \vas only one 

correct rule for classification. They \-lere also told they 

would be timed for sorting each card, but not for giving 

their verbal rule~;;.. Stimulus exposure times were approxi

mately three seconds. Feedback was given immediately after 

each correct or incorrect placement except for the last 25 

trials, on which feedback was omitted. Subjects were told 

that these trials constituted a test series designed to 

uncover what they had learned from the previous training 

trials. They cont.inued to sort test items as rapidly as 

possible, but were no longer required to state a rule for 

each placement. 

Subjects \~·ere required to formulate an exhaustive 

rule for each trial. This was accomplished only with some 

difficulty, since subjects displayed persistent tendencies 
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to verbalize criterial features for only one of the b..ro 

classification categories. As an aid in formulating rules, 

a list of suggested stimulus features was available for 

reference. Subjects were not restricted, however, to listed 

items in selecting features to be incorporated into their 

verba 1 hypotheses. 

Evaluation of Dat~: 

Observed correct placements (OP) we.re determined by 

simply counting all correct sorting responses made by each 

subject during the 75 acquisition trials. Predicted correct 

placements (PP} "t-lere estimated by counting the number of 

rules which correctly sorted the succeeding card in the 

series {i. e., by counting the number of times the rule 

given on Trial N correctly classified the card presented on 

Trial N+l). 

Now, the PP measure is essentially an estimate of 

how well each stated rule vlill sort remaining cards in the 

stimulus set. In all previous experiments, PP was evaluated 

by determining the number of items in the entire set that 

would be correctly classified by each rule. These figures 

were then averaged to produce a mean PP estimate for each 

subject. Hith descriptively difficult materials and the 

absence of a specified stimulus set, this becomes an 

extremely laborious procedure. In the present study, this 

labor was substantially reduced by determining the number of 

correct placements for only one card for every rule stated 
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by each subject. This small-sample method of computing pp· 

provided estimates w·hich correlated highly (+. 73, Spearman 

rho) with those obtained by the earlier method of evaluating 

predicted correct classifications. 

Guesses v;•ere assigned a probability of .so. Rules 

containing plural nouns -v1ithout number specification (e. g., 

"dogs ar€ in category 'A'-; everything else, in 'B'") were 

treated as irrelevant with respect to number. That is, any 

stimulus item showing one or more dogs would be assigned to 

category "A" according to this sample rule. Rules contain

ing nouns \vith number specification (e. g., "two dogs are in 

1 B 111category 'A': everything else, in ) were treated as 

relevant to both ·the number and the noun. Only cards 

showing two dogs 1iVOUld be assigned to category "A 11 in evalua

ting the probabil:ity of correct placemeflt for this rule. 

RESULTS AND DI SCU:3SION 

Ambiquity Control:: 

Prior to i:he experimental sessions, five graduate and 

three undergraduai:e psychology students were run as control 

subjects to demon~:;trate that the correct classification rule 

could be applied unambiguously to all stimulus items. These 

subjects 'tvere aske~d to categorize the cards after having 

been given the correct rule. Only t'VTO miscategorizations 

occurred in the combined 800 trials. The items involved 

were changed for the experimental trials. 

McMASTER Uf'i!VEF61TY LIBf~ARY. 
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Descriptive IncomE]eteness: 

Mean percentages of observed correct placement (OP) 

and predicted correct placement (PP) for all four experi

mental groups are shown in Table XIV. (Data for individual 

subjects may be found in Appendix E, pages 219 and 220). 

Both SP and SPR £s made significantly more correct place

ments than chance expectancy (p < .OlT 2-tail, Chi-Square). 

The SPR group also produced disparities between actual and 

predicted correct classifications (PP<OP: p < .OST 2-tail, 

Wilcoxon). That is, they correctly sorted a significantly 

greater number of cards than would be predicted from their 

verbal rules. Th:: RSP and SRP ~s did not produce PP<OP 

discrepancies, and neither group performed better than 

chance. 

INSERT TABLE XIV ABOU'r HERE 

These data. confirm the earlier (1967) finding that 

only subjects allmved to classify each stimulus before 

stating their verbal hypothesis produce descriptively incom

plete rules. As before, these PP<OP disparities indicate 

that the rules offered were not sufficient to describe the 

cues used for classification. On some trials, SPR Ss either 

utilized verbally unspecified features of the stimulus to 

select their rule for classification: or they rationalized 

their rule ad b2£ to fit the placement already rnadee 
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TABLE XIV 

MEAN PEHCENTAGES OF OBSERVED CORRECT 

Pl.ACE!-1ENT (OP) AND PREDICTED CORRECT 

PLACENENT (PP) ON 75 ACQUISITION 

TRIALS FOR FOUR EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Ss 

RSP 

SRP 

SPR 

SP 

OP 

50.5 

49.8 

60.1 

58.7 

pp 

53.,8 

47.6 

52.9 
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Data from the SRP group support the latter interpre

tation. These subjects were given opportunity to use the 

stimulus on each ·trial for selecting the rule to be tested. 

If descriptive incompleteness did arise from this procedure, 

SRP Ss should have produced disparities bet'\veen actual and 

predicted correct placements, as did the SPR group. No rule

placement discrepancies v1ere found for SRP Ss, however, and 

their performance did not differ significantly from that of 

the RSP group. Apparently, rule-first procedures restrict 

the cues used for classification to those actually mentioned 

in subjects' rule-statements. Consequently, descriptively 

incomplete rules •are not produced. 

The PP<OP disparities that were produced by the SPR 

Ss could have arisen from at least two sources: inexactly

stated dimensions, or incomplete rule-statements. In the 

former case, for 4SXample, the subject might say "pigs go in 

1A' , .. while sorting the card in accordance with the rule 

"all barnyard animals go in 'A'." Hmvever, such inexactly

stated dimensions of stimulus variation were ruled out as 

sole determinants of the observed PP<OP disparities by 

findings in the initial ( 1967) investigations. In these 

early studies, PP was computed in several different ways for 

comparison with OJ?.. One of these methods vras to estimate PP 

over only those trials on which stimuli showed the discri

minative features mentioned in subjects• verbal rules. That 

is, if a subject :stated "dogs go in 1A1 , u PP '"as determined 
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and compared with OP for only those trials on '\vhich cards 

depicting dogs had been presented. This discriminative 

feature analysis still produced significant PP<OP dispari

ties, although absolute differences between observed and 

predicted correct placements were smaller than when all 

training trials were taken into the analysis. This finding 

suggests that the sole basis for descriptively incomplete 

rules does not lie in the inexact stating of stimulus dimen

sions by PF subjects. Apparently, attributes or attribute

combinations that were both used for classification and 

correlated with r1einforcement were omitted from these 

subjects• verbali:zed rules. 

Both the :SRP and RSP data demonstrate that predicted 

estimates of correct classification do predict observed 

correct placements when rules are given prior to classifica

tion. It is unfortunate that interpretations of these find

ings are blurred by the fact that both groups performed at 

chance level. Chance-level responding makes it difficult to 

determine whether correspondence between OP and PP shows 

that subjects Here describing the features actually used in 

sorting the cards.. As was the case in Experiment I, chance

level OP and PP could have arisen from subjects composing 

rules at random and independently guessing at the placement 

of each card. 

However, the high proportions of rule-placement 

consistency displayed by both groups (.979, RSP~ .978, SE_P) 
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suggest that these RF subjects did use their stated rules 

for classification. (Consistency data for individual sub

jects in both groups may be found in Appendix E, page 221). 

It is unlikely that subjects placing cards independently of 

their verbalized rules would produce these high levels of 

rule-placement consistency over a long series of trials. 

Suppression bv Rules: 

The superior SP and SPR performance found in this 

experiment replicate nicely the suppression effects found 

in Section A and in the initial investigations using descrip

tively difficult materials. Replication of these PF>RF 

performance differences with both easily-described and 

descriptively difficult stimuli demonstrates the generality 

of rule-placement order effects. l\pparently, subjects 1 

reliance on verbal hypotheses for classification can be 

manipulated by rule-first procedures over a wide range of 

learning materials. Finally, the failure of SRP Ss to 

perform better than the RSP group shows that it is the 

requirement of having subjects verbalize rules prior to 

placement, and not necessarily prior to viewing the card to 

be classified, that is crucial for suppression to occur. 

Superior SP and SPR performance \vas also reflected 

on the final 25 test trials for which no subjects were 

required to state rules, and on Hhich feedback was omitted. 

As can be seen in Table XV, correct placements for both 

these groups remained substantially higher than for the SRP 
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TABLE XV 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF OBSERVED CORRECT 

PLACEMENT ON 25 REINFORCED TRAINING 

AND ON 25 NON-REINFORCED TEST TRIALS 

FOR FOUR EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Ss Last 25 
Training 
Trials 

25 
Non-Reinforced 

Test Trials 

51.6 50.4 

48.0 53.6 

SPR 68.6 69.6 

SP 63.2 65.6 
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and RSP groups1 and higher as well than chance expectancy 

(p < .011 2-tail, Chi-Square. Again, data for individual 

subjects appear in Appendix E, page 222). 

INSERT TABLE XV ABOUT HERE 


Replication of these performance differences on the 

test series suggests a learning deficit on the part of the 

SRP and RSP groups. Without the evidence from these test 

trials it might seem more plausible to interpret the between

group differences as short-term performance effects. That 

is, RSP and SRP Ss may have learned something that was not 

readily verbalizable, but failed to act on this because of 

the influence of having given a rule prior to placement. 

It is still possible, of course, that suppression of non

verbalized knoHledge persisted throughout the test series1 

and that different methods of testing Hould demonstrate more 

learning than was evident from the present procedure. 

Differences in Findings vlith Easily-Described and DescriJ?

tively Difficult Materials: 

The combined results of this experiment reveal 

several fundamental differences from the vTays in which 

subjects used verbal rules when classifying easily-described 

materials in Part A. Generally, subjects appeared more 

reluctant to utilize verbal strategies for classification 

when confronted v.rit.h descriptively difficult stimuli. This 
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reluctance '\':as noted earlier in connection with the initial 

( 1967) investigations, and v!as manifested in the present 

experiment several ways. 

Subjects gave rules that were inadequate to describe 

the cues used for classification: .and they rationalized some 

rules ad hoc to fit placements already made.. These findings 

provide strong evidence for the relative lack of importance 

assigned verbal hypotheses by subjects classifying descrip

tively difficult as opposed to easily-described materials. 

In addition, subjects \vere persuaded only with great 

difficulty to give exhaustive rules: they persisted in 

naming criterial features for only one of the two classifica

tion categories. For example, a subject would say "dogs go 

in 'A'" without specifying the criteria! features for place

ment in category "B. 11 Rules seemed to be directed solely at 

the card most recently presented, and often failed to apply 

to other items. 

Finally, many subjects spontaneously expressed their 

difficulty in generating testable hypotheses. Moreover, 

they did not restrict themselves to the list of suggested 

features provided. The resulting Hide range of rules made 

it impossible to control the use of hypotheses that were 

correlated with the correct classification rule. These 

partially-correlated rules presumably provide the basis for 

the performance increments found in both the initial experi

ments and in the present study.. With easily-described 
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materials, by contrast, no differential or incremental 

performance was found prior to solution. Suppression 

effects resulted entirely from TLE differences for subjects 

reaching solution. Similar TLE analyses for the present 

experiment were precluded by the fact that no subjects com

pletely solved the task. 

The combined results presented thus far suggest that 

rule-first procedures encourage subjects to "rely on" verbal 

hypotheses for classification in different '"ays with descrip

tively difficult and easily-described stimuli. That is, the 

basis for suppression may be different for stimulus materials 

varying in descriptive difficulty. It has been suggested 

that with easily-described materials, RF procedures encourage 

subjects to test hypotheses formulated independently of 

specific stimulus instances. In other words, RF subjects 

are said to learn about possible dimensions of variation 

between stimuli rather than about actual stimuli themselves. 

This results in their testing a much larger pool of poten

tial hypotheses than the PF groups testing only cues that 

are common to several cards of the same classification 

category. 

For descriptively difficult stimuli, hO\'Iever, both 

PF and RF groups might be anticipated to abandon the formu

lation of verbal hypotheses independently of the stimuli 

themselves. Nhen dimensions of variation are difficult to 

specify, actual stimulus cards would be expected to provide 
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a much more important source for rule suggestion than would 

be the case with easily-described materials. In this 

instance, suppression would not necessarily stem from 

differences in the ways PF and RF groups ordered their 

search for relevant cues. Rather'· these PF>RF differences 

might arise from restrictions placed on the cues used for 

classification by the rule-first procedure. That is, the 

requirement of having to state explicit classification rules 

prior to placement may restrict the cues actually used to 

those mentioned in subjects• verbal statements. Placement

first subjects, by contrast, have the option of rationali

zing their rules ad hoc. This allows these groups to use 

attributes or attribute-combinations that remain unverbal

ized and that may be positively correlated 't-Tith the correct 

classification rule. Again, the gradual improvements in 

pre-solution performance for the PF groups support this 

interpretation. 



CHAPTER TEN 


EXPERU4ENT VI 


RATIONALE 


The rationale for using descriptively difficult 

stimuli in both the initial (1967) investigations and in 

Experiment V was that these materials were thought to 

reduce subjects• reliance on verbal hypotheses. If sub

jects 1 estimates of their O\.rn verbal adequacy were 

decreased, subjects should have less confidence in their 

verbal statements as guides for classification. This reluc

tance to utilize verbal rules v1as expected to change the 

relation betv1een stated hypotheses and sorting performance. 

Support for these propositions -v1as provided by several 

findings. The most persuasive were: (a) subjects gave 

descriptively incomplete rules when classifying complex 

stimuli, a.nd (b) they rationalized rules to fit place

ments already made. 

The stimuli used in the initial studies and in 

Experiment V, hm-1ever, 't'·rere easy to describe individually 

despite their obscure dimensions of variation. If both 

common dimensions and individual attributes were difficult 

111 
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to specify, subjects should be even more hesitant to rely on 

verbal strategies for sorting the cards. This might make it 

possible to show that different types of descriptively diffi 

cult materials can interact with the effects of rule

placement order, as suggested earlier. If stimuli were suffi 

ciently difficult to describe, even RF groups might be dis

couraged from relying solely on prior verbal descriptions for 

. classification. This could result in the elimination of 

PF>RF performance differences despite the production of des

criptively incmnplete rules (PP<OP disparities) by either or 

both groups. In all previous studies using descriptively 

difficult stimuli, these measures have been covariant. 

Even if suppression were not eliminated, RF subjects 

might tend to ignore their prior verbal statements suffi 

ciently to attain better than chance performance. If so, 

PP-OP concordance could be more clearly assessed than in 

Study V, where both RF groups performed at chance level. 

Finally, replication of the PP<OP and PF>RF effects with 

substantially different materials would further demonstrate 

the generality and robustness of both measures. Thus far, 

these effects have been demonstrated with only one type of 

descriptively difficult material. 

METHOD 

Subjects: 


Subjects \voere fifteen male and fifteen female under
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graduate summerschool students enrolled in the Personality 

and Developmental Psychology courses at McHaster University. 

Participation was compulsory as part of the course require

ments. Again, the native language of all subjects vras 

English. Subjects who were judged sophisticated with 

respect to art on the basis of informal questioning by the 

experimenter were excluded from the experiment. 

Apparatus and Materials: 

Stimuli consisted of 120 color and black-and-white 

art reproductions mounted on 5 x 8 inch plain white index 

cards. These were presented through a slot in the screen 

used to shield the experimenter's data from subjects' view. 

The stimulus set included thirty plates by each of four 

different artists. Works by Manet and Dufy were to be 

11 A 11placed in category : those by Lautrec and Matisse, in 

category 11 B." These categories were reversed for alternate 

subjects to control for response bias. 11 Content 11 of the 

pla.tes (e. g., nudes, pastoral scenes, still life, etc.) 

was also controlled by presenting the sarae types of subject 

ma.tter for each respective artist. An additional sixteen 

plates (four by each artist) served as a display sample used 

at the beginning of the experimental trials. 

Procedure: 

All subjects were run individually in a session last 

ing approximately one hour. Subjects were told the correct 

classification rule and randomly assigned to one of three 
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experimental groups: 

(a) PL. (placement-label): Subjects in this group 

were asked to classify each plate immediately upon presenta

tion. Subsequent to classification, they were requested to 

name the artist for the item presented. 

(b) PD (placement-description): These subjects 

\'lere also asl<:cd to clussify each plate as it "'as presented. 

Instead of simply naming the artist for the reproduction, 

however, these subjects were required to describe the 

"style characteristics" of the painting which led them to 

classify the item as they did. 

(c) Qf (description-placement): At the beginning 

of each trial, this group \'las requested to describe the 

style characteristics the plate to be presented would have 

11A11 11 B11to show in order to be classified as or (alternated 

on succeeding trials). 

The presentation time for each item was about six 

seconds; and the overall time taken for each trial was 

found to be approximately the same for all three groups. 

Subjects were instructed to concentrate on 11 style character

istics, 11 and \vere told that subject matter would provide no 

clues for correct classification. They were asked to call 

out their chosen category for each plate as soon as possible 

after it was presented. Feedback for both correct and 

incorrect responses was given immediately, while the stimu

lus was still in view. 
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Every alternate five trials were 11 probe" (OPP) 

trials on which no feedbacl< was given, and no verbal state


ment was requiredc During the first twenty trials only, a 


correctly-categorized sample of sixteen plates was in view 


for subjects' reference. For the PL group only, the artists' 


names were available throughout the trials. 


Evaluation of Data: 


Observed correct placements (OP and OPP) were deter

mined as before by counting the nmnber of correct sorting 

responses made during the sixty OP and OPP trials respective

ly. Predicted correct placements (PP) were also estimated 

in much the same manner as for Experiment v. In this case, 

PP constituted the number of times the rules stated on each 

block of five OP trials correctly classified the cards 

presented on the succeeding block of five OPP trials. For 

example, the rule given on OP Trial 1 was used to place the 

card shown on OPP Trial 6~ the rule for OP Trial 2, to place 

the card on OPP Trial 7; and so on. Since the materials 

employed were extremely difficult to describe, many rules 

given were vague or ambiguous. For this reason, two esti 

mates of PP were obtained from independent observers~ and an 

index of observer reliability \vas computed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Mean percentages of observed correct placement on 

training (OP) and probe (OPP) trials for the three groups 
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are shown in Table XVI. (Data for indivdual subjects may be 

tound in Appendix F, pages 224 and 225). Predicted correct 

placements (PP) are also given, and were significantly lower 

than the OP and OPP percentages for each group respectively 

(p < .01: 2-tail, Wilcoxon). These PP figures represent 

average estimates from two independent observers. Since 

observer reliability was extremely high (Spearma.n rho ;: .911, 

p < .01, PD: rho;: .819, p < .01, DP), the mean of the two 

estimates for each subject was used to determine the overall 

l?P for each group. 

INSERT TABLE XVI ABOUT HERE 


Correct placements (bct~h OP and OPP) did not differ 

significantly bet\-teen the PL and PD §.s, but both these 

groups performed significantly better than the DP §.s (p < 

.02: 2-tail, Nann-~lhitney). There "t-Jere no significant 

OP-OPP differences for the PL or PD groups, but OPP was 

significantly higher than OP for the DP Ss (p < .01: 2-tail, 

t'li lcoxon) • 

The inferior DP perfonaance replicates again the 

suppression effects found in the previous studies. This 

performance differential was not due to the requirement of 

having subjects describe the cues used rather than merely 

label (i. e., name the artist for) each item, since there 

were no significant differences between the PL and PD groups. 
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TABLE XVI 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF OBSERVED CORRECT 

Pil~CEMENT ON TRAINING ( OP) TRIALS 

AND ON PROBE (OPP) TRIALS, AND MEAN 

PERCENTAGES OF PREDICTED CORRECT 

PLACEMENT (PP) FOR THREE GROUPS 

s OP OPP pp 

DP 65.7 74.4 51.2 

PD 75.7 76.3 58.1 

PL 79.5 80.6 
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Moreover, on the OPP trials for which no verbal statement 

was required, DP £s performed significantly better than on 

the OP trials. Their performance on probe trials, in fact, 

did not differ significantly from that produced by the PL 

andPD groups. 

This last finding suggests that RF operations 

affected mainly performance, and did not substantially 

hinder concept learning. The data from the test series in 

Study V, by contrast, suggested that inferior RF performance 

resulted from learning as opposed to mere performance defi

cits. It is possible that the test trials at the end of 

Experiment V were inadequate to reveal actual degrees of RF 

lea.rning. That is, the OPP trials in the present experiment 

may provide more adequate conditions for testing learning 

than did the test series in Study v. 

It seems more likely, hmvever, that the PF>RF differ

ences found in this and in the preceding experiment actually 

do reflect performance and learning deficits respectively, 

just as the evidence suggests. Descriptive difficulty inter

acts with the effects of rule-placement order1 rule-first 

procedures hinder concept learning only up to a certain 

leve 1 of descriptive difficulty. Apparently, the stimuli in 

Experiment V were not sufficiently difficult to preclude 

learning suppression. As descriptive difficulty increases, 

however, subjects place less confidence in their verbalized 

strategies for classification. Prior verbal statements may 
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still exert some suppressing effect on sorting performance, 

but RF Ss do not rely sufficiently on these descriptions for 

learning suppression to occur. This apparently was the case 

for the present experiment. 

An additional little demonstration sho\v-ed that 

decreasing subjects 1 reliance on verbal hypotheses even 

further precludes learning ~ performance suppression. 

Twenty subjects were asked to sort thirty cards depicting 

sundry household items according to the rule 11tables and 

chairs go in 'A 1 ~ everything else goes in 1 B • • 11 Subjects 

were run in DP and PD groups exactly as with the art repro

ductions, and were required to describe the cues used for 

distinguishing exemplar from non-exemplar items. The availa

bility of conceptual "tags 11 or labels for the items to be 

identified made classification easy, but discouraged subjects 

from relying on their inadequate verbal descriptions for 

classification. Indeed, the outstanding feature of this 

little demonstration was the surprise and frustration 

subjects displayed at their gross inability to verbally dis

tinguish the criteria! characteristics of commonplace objects. 

This frustration was underlined by their ability to cate

gorize these same items easily and perfectly. (Data for this 

demonstration may be found in Appendix F, pages 226 and 227). 

These observations, and to a lesser extent the art 

reproduction findings, both effectively illustrate instances 

in which verbalized rules seem to bear little relation to 
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other aspects of subjects• behavior. These observations 

also provide evidence that the suppressing effect of prior 

rule-statements on classification performance need not be 

general for all conceptual tasks involving descriptively 

difficult stimuli. Subjects seem to completely abandon 

verbal strategies for classification when the concept to be 

identified is a familiar, easily-labelled object. Finally, 

these combined data demonstrate that suppression effects do 

not necessarily covary with PP<OP disparities \-Then descrip

tively difficult materials are employed for classification. 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

GENERAL SUMt1ARY AND CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

The studies presented in this report have explored 

the effects of three variables on the role played by verbal 

hypotheses in concept identification: (i) rule-placement 

order (placement-first I rule-first operations), (ii) task 

or solution difficulty, and (iii) descriptive difficulty 

of the stimuli employed. Each of these variables affected 

the degree of reliance· subjects placed on verbal hypotheses 

for classificution. 

( i) Placement-first I Rule-first Operations: 

Generally, subjects classifying each stimulus before 

stating their verbal hypothesis (PF .§s) performed. better 

than groups verbalizing their rule prior to placement on 

each trial (RF Ss). These PF>RF performance differences 

imply that requiring subjects to verbally specify in advance 

the cues to be used for classification can actually hinder 

concept learning. It is the requirement of having rule

first groups '~rbalize their rules prior to placement, rather 

than prior to viewing the stimulus to be classified, that 

appears to be crucial for production of this suppression 

effect. 

121 
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The basis for suppression may vary for different 

experimental situations. Generally, it is suggested that 

rule-first procedures encourage reliance on verbal strate

gies for classification, and retention of the rules verbal

ized during the trials. Placement-first groups, by contrast, 

appear to learn more about specific stimuli: and to use this 

stimulus inforreation in their search for relevant cues. In 

some cases, PF subjects use unstated features or attribute

combinations for classification, and rationalize their rule

statements to fit placements already made.. In others, they 

apparently scan items in memory to eliminate several irrele

vant cues on each trial. The specific effects of rule

placement order (PF-RF operations), hm.;ever, vary consider

ably with both solution difficulty and the descriptive 

difficulty of stimuli employed. 

(ii) Solution Difficulty: 

For "easy.. tasks involving fe\"l irrelevant attributes, 

no significant rule-placement order effects were foundo The 

tendency to""t·7ards superior RF performance for the lD and 3D 

groups in Study I probably resulted from rule-first proce

dures encouraging these groups to work in a stringent 

hypothesis-testing manner. For stimuli involving few irrele

vant attributes, subjects working in this fashion might reach 

solution in slightly fewer trials than their PF counterparts 

using different strategies for cue-elimination. Evidence 

from a win-stay I lose-shift analysis provided support for 
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this interpretation. 

As the number of irrelevant attributes increased, 

however, RF performance deteriorated rapidly~ while PF 

groups maintained fairly constant performance across levels 

of increasing task difficulty. Greater numbers of attri 

butes make it more difficult for subjects to moniter the 

pool of potentially relevant hypotheses in ordering their 

search for relevant cues. Under these conditions, hypothesis

testing might not be the most efficient strategy for cue 

elimination~ and operations lvhich encouraged reliance on 

verbal rules could very well hinder concept learning. This 

apparently was the case for the 5D and 7D groups in Experi

ment I. It was shown in this experiment, and in Study III, 

that PF subjects scanning for common features are not 

hindered by increases in numbers of attributes or dimensions 

of variation. Thus, cue-sampling differences that were 

equally efficient for concept identification vlith the lD and 

3D groups did produce significant PF-RF differences when 

larger numbers of attributes were potentially relevant for 

classification. Apparently, the greater the number of speci

fiable attributes, the more rule-first procedures suppress 

concept learning towards chance-level performance by distroc

ting subjects from more effective strategies for classifica


tion. 


(iii} Descriptive Difficultv: 


The effects of descriptive. difficulty discussed in 
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this report pertain only to tasks of high solution diffi

culty. These two variables were confounded in the studies 

presented in Part B, since variations in descriptive diffi

culty inevitably entailed changes in solution difficulty. 

However, the levels of solution difficulty for all studies 

using descriptively difficult materials were certainly 

higher than for the 7D groups in Part A. This is easily 

documented by the fact that no subjects in Section B com

pletely solved the tasl<s. 

The suppression effects found with easily-described 

stimuli were also found with most types of descriptively 

difficult materials. When dimens:i.ons of variation, but not 

individual attributes, were difficult to specify, rule-first 

procedures produced learntng suppression, as they did with 

easily-described materials. If both attributes and dimen

sions were obscure, however, these procedures suppressed only 

sorting perfonnance. That is, correct classifications were 

hindered on training (OP) trials, but RF subjects performed 

as well as PF groups on probe (OPP} trials not requiring 

prior verbal statements. Finally, rule-placement order 

affected neither learning nor performance when stimuli having 

vague attributes and dimensions depicted easily-labelled 

objects or concept instances. 

These combined findings show that descriptive diffi

culty can interact \-lith the effects of rule-placement order. 

Apparently, rule-first operations hinder sorting performance 
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only up to a certain level of descriptive difficulty. 

Beyond this point, subjects are not encouraged to rely on 

verbal strategies in ordering their search for relevant cues, 

and suppression effects are precluded. 

Placement-first subjects confronted with stimuli 

having indefinite dimensions of variation gave descriptively 

incomplete rules that '"ere insufficlent to describe the cues 

used for classification. These disparities bet\.,,een observed 

and predicted correct placements imply that PF subjects 

rationalized some rules to fit placements already made. It 

seems that subjects do not invariably derive classification 

responses from predetermined hypotheses or rules, as has been 

suggested by several previous investigators (Dulany and 

O'Connell, 1963~ O'Connell, 1965: Schwartz, 1966~ O'Connell 

and Wagner, 1967: Greenbaum, et al., 1968). When both 

stimulus attributes and dimensions !,,,ere difficult to specify, 

both PF and RF groups produced descriptively incomplete 

rules. In this case, however, PP<OP disparities do not imply 

rationalization for the RF groups. By way of contrast, 

neither PF nor RF subjects gave incomplete rules \vhen easily

described materials were used. 

Descriptive incompleteness (PP<OP) and suppression 

(PF>RF) effects can covary, but these measures are not per

fectly correlated. tvith descriptively difficult materials, 

suppression does not occur -- even in the presence of large 

PP<OP disparities -- if the concept to be identified is a 
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familiar, easily-labelled object. And with easily-described 

stimuli, suppression ca.n occur in the absence of descrip

tively incomplete rules. 

In summary, the combined evidence suggests a rather 

complex set of relations between the effects of rule

placement order and those of stimulus materials V"drying in 

descriptive difficulty. These relations are perhaps most 

lucidly summarized in tabular form. Table XVII outlines the 

underlying processes offered to account for the combined 

findings presented in this report. The major lines of 

evidence supporting each point are given in parentheses for 

each section of the table. 

INSERT TABLE XVII ABOUT HERE 


The learning deficits displayed by RF groups classi 

fying easily-described stimuli reflect primarily differences 

in rates of learning. Correct classifications on pre

solution trials did not differ from chance for either PF or 

RF groups. Overall performance differences resulted solely 

from differences in TLE. Since no significant PP differ

ences were found, the slOl·Jer learning by RF groups implies 

that these subjects eliminated fewer irrelevant cues per 

trial than did their PF counterparts. This in turn sug·gests 

differences in the cue-sampling techniques employed by these 

respective groups. 
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TABLE XVII 

SUMVARY OF RELP~IONS BETWEEN EFFECTS OF RULE

PLACEMENT ORDER AND MATERIALS VARYING IN 


DESCRIPTIVE DIFFICULTY FOR CLASSIFICATION 


TASKS OF HIGH SOLUTION DIFFICULTY 


RF 

PF 

Easily-Described, 
Well-Specified 
Materials 

Ss comply with their verbal
ized rules {rule-placement 
consistency, Study I)7 but 
eliminate cues more slo"t<rly 
than PF Ss, and tend to 
learn primarily about verbal 
hypotheses {higher TLE's: 
plus no differences in pro
portions of errors to solu
tion, Studies I and II). 

Ss learn about specific 
stimuli {BP < PP, Study I: 
plus Ss recognize more 
and perform better on 
repeated items, Studies 
II and IV). 

~s eliminate cues more 
rapidly than RF Ss by 
scanning in memory for cues 
comnon to cards of the same 
category ( lo,-rer TLE • s with 
repeated items, Studies II 
and IV: plus effects of 
instructional set to scan, 
Studies III and IV). 

Descriptively 
Difficult 
Materials 

Ss comply with their ver
balized rules (rule
placement consistency, 
Study V: plus OP < OPP, 
Study VI). 

If only dimensions, but 
not attributes are obscure, 
these Ss learn less than 
PF groups (OPpF > OPRFt 
Study V): but if both 
values and dimensions are 
vague, these Ss are not 
distracted by prior verbal 
rules to the same degree, 
and learn as \>~ell as PF 
groups {OPPRF = OPPpF, 
Study VI). 

Ss use attributes or 
attribute-combinations 
they fail to verbalize 
{PP < OP, Studies V and VI). 

~s rationalize their verbal 
statements ad hoc to fit 
placements already made 
{PP < OP: plus SPR < SRP = 
RSP: plus rule-placement 
consistency, Study V). 
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Felation of F~ndinqs to Subiects' ~~pling Strategies: 

There appear to be at least tv10 ways in which PF and 

RF groups tended to differ in their cue-sampling strategies. 

(a) Placement-first subjects attended more closely to 

specific stimuli than did the RF groups.. The latter group 

seemed to learn mainly about their verbalized rules. (b) 

Placement-first subjects utilized their additional stimulus 

infOJ."''nation to scan for common features between items in 

memory and subsequently-presented stimuli. Rule-first sub

jects were probably encouraged to test hypotheses serially 

perhaps even one at a time. 

When descriptively difficult stimuli are employed, 

a.nother factor affecting the ways in which subjects formu

late and utilize verbal hypotheses is introduced. It is 

possible that PF groups learn about specific stimuli with 

poorly-defined materials just as they apparently do with 

well-specified stimuli. Indeed, stimuli having obscure dim

enstons of variation but which vTere easy to describe 

individually -v10uld seem likely to encourage subjects to scan 

for common features. 

These propositions are only speculation, however., 

The evidence presented in Section B supports only the pro

posed tendencies of PF subjects to reject rigid hypothesis

testing strategies for classification. These combined data 

do not necessarily provide support for the scanning mechan

ism offered to explain tbe lower TLE's for PF groups classi
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fying better-specified materials~ Superior PF performance 

with descriptively difficult stimuli could also arise from 

the use of positively-correlated rules involving attributes 

or attribute-combinations that subjects failed to verbalize. 

These unstated aspects of the stimuli, of course, could be 

selected on the basis of a scan for common features. Or 

they might be chosen solely from the single card presented 

on each trial. There are no available data relating to this 

question of how correlated cues are selected. The perfor

mance increments and PP<OP disparities produced by PF groups 

do, hm1ever, support the proposition that verbally unspe.ci-. 

fied cues positively correlated with the correct classifica

tion rule ~ used for sorting the cards. By contrast, no 

gradual improvements in pre-solution performance or descrip

tively incomplete verbal rules "'ere produced by subjects 

classifying easily-described materials. 

It may be that these cue-sampling differences derive 

from some form of 11pre-existing analysis 11 performed by 

subjects on the stimulus set to be classified. That is, if 

a subject can come up with an analysis he feels will be 

satisfactory for the task (i. e., if he can designate 

potentially relevant attributes and common dimensions of 

variation), then -- and. only then -- might he be encouraged 

to frame explicit verbal hypotheses independently of specific 

stimulus instances. How he actually does formulate and 

utilize verbal rules, of course, would presumably be modified 

http:unspe.ci
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as we 11 by other factors such as rule-placement order. 

With easily-described stimuli, rule-first subjects 

do appear to order their search for relevant cues by 

serially testing hypotheses that are framed independently of 

specific stimulus cards. By contrast, placement-first 

groups appear to order their search by scanning for common 

features over specific stimuli retained in memory. 

When descriptively difficult materials are intro

duced, however, both groups become reluctant to frame 

explicit verbal hypotheses. In this case, cue-sampling 

differences do not necessarily reflect fundamentally differ~ 

ent ways of ordering the search for relevant attributes. 

Rather, cue-sampling differences for descriptively difficult 

stimuli appear to involve differences in the restrictions 

placed on cues used for classification. That is, the require

ment of having to state explicit hypothese-:s prior to place

ment seems to restrict the cues rule-first subjects actually 

use for sorting the cards. Unlike the case with easily

described materials, however, these restrictive rules need 

not necessarily be formulated independently of specific 

stimuli presented. Placement-first groups, by contrast, can 

use verbally unspecified stimulus features for placement, 

and then rationalize their verbal statements ad hoc. Again, 

these unstated stimulus cues may or may not be selected on 

the basis of a scan for common features. 

J.1any of the above propositions concerning cue
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sampling strategies with descriptively difficult materials· 

remain unsupported by the data collected thus far. For 

example, the degree to which subjects classifying complex 

stimuli learn about specific stimulus instances remains 

largely unknown. Since it is speculated that complex 

materials may increase subjects • attention to stimulus 

instances, the use of descriptively difficult stimuli vJith 

the repeated-item technique employed in Part A might provide 

a useful means of pursuing this problem. If complex mat

erials do increase subjects• attention to specific stimuli, 

the use of repeated items should produce more marked effects 

on concept learning for both groups than was the case with 

easily-described materials. 

Concludi.ng Comments: 

The basic effects discussed in this report comprise 

evidence for varying degrees of reliance on verbal strate

gies in concept learning. Verbal hypo·theses appear to 

relate in many complex ways to the underlying processes of 

concept attainment. Nevertheless, a single predominant theme 

emerges from the collective data presented in this series of 

investigations. The message is simply this: subjects do 

not normally use explicit verbal rules for concept identifi

cation. 

Generally, subjects seem reluctant to employ verbal 

hypotheses in ordering their search for relevant cues. This 

reluctance is manifested in many ways. Subjects' expressed 

http:Concludi.ng
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difficulty in framing hypotheses for classification, their 

failure to give exhaustive rules even when prompted, and 

their general reticence to even make verbal statements at 

all collectively imply that they are being persuaded to work 

in a manner not consistent with their normal Ttray of proceed

ing. The findings of descriptive incompleteness and ad hoc 

rationalization provide even clearer evidence for the 

unimportance assigned verbal hypotheses in concept learning. 

The proposition that testing explicit verbal rules 

is foreign to subjects' normal way of proceeding in concep

tual tasks is further underlined by other observations. In 

most instances, distracting subjects toHards the use of 

verbal hypotheses appears to hinder concept identification. 

This is clearly shown by the suppression effects found with 

most types of stimulus materials. In other cases, subjects 

are not persuaded to rely at all on verbal strategies for 

classification. These findings imply that rule-learning 

represents a less effective approach than subjects would 

normally follow. 

The data presented in this report suggest that one 

alternative approach subjects do spontaneously adopt is to 

learn about specific stimulus instances. Stimulus-learning 

as opposed to rule-learning apparently provides a more 

"natural" means of organizing one's search for relevant cues. 

In addition, this tactic generally produces more rapid con

cept learning than does hypothesis-testing.. The only 
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instances in which rule-learners seem to perform at par with 

stimulus-learners are those involving severely constrained 

and artificial stimulus materials. Hypothesis-testing does 

not suppress concept learning '1.-lhen t.he stimuli used involve 

very feor,v attributes, and when both these attributes and the 

common dimensions of variation are easily specified in verbal 

terms. 

Stimulus-learning intuitively seems more akin than 

rule-learning to our everyday conceptual experiences. tve 

rarely use verbal rules for identifying even the most fami

liar objects or concept instances in our environment. 

Rather, we tend to learn about many individual instances 

from which we may then construct and abstract our conceptual 

"rules .. " In many cases, we do not appear to formulate rules 

at all1 but simply "tag•• or label the concepts v.re must 

repeatedly identify in our everyday lives. In short, our 

day-to-day conceptual experiences rarely force us to expli

citly specify the attributes and dimensions of variation for 

the concept instances "tole encounter. Moreover, the 11 stimuli 11 

in our daily surroundings rarely involve attributes or 

dimensions that are clearly laid out in any explicit fashion. 

This explicitness of stimulus features appears to be crucial 

for determining v7hether we learn concepts by scanning speci

fic instances or by testing verbal hypotheses. 

Unfortunately, there seem to be few parallels between 

the explicitness of 11 materials 11 in our everyday conceptual 
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world and that of materi~ls typically employed in our psy

chological laboratories. It may seem pretentious to belabor 

the obvious differences between controlled laboratory 

situations and "the real 'VlOrld," but it is precisely this 

point that is underlined by the combined findings of these 

investigations. Indeed, the severity of restrictions placed 

on the types of materials and situations used in past 

studies of concept attainment was a prime detenninant of the 

independent variables selected for investigation in this 

report. 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

(OP) and Predicted Correct Placements (PP) 

for Group lD Ss on 40 Training Trials 

s RF PF 

OP pp OP pp 

1 75.0 82.3 85.0 85.3 

2 55.0 61.8 65 .. 0 62.9 

3 92.5 94.1 87.5 78.6 

4 77.5 68.2 67.5 75.1 

5 97.5 94.3 87.5 88.2 

6 65.0 56.7 80.0 79.1 

7 97.5 98.2 87.5 86.0 

8 87.5 82.6 85.0 85.9 

9 90.0 77.6 80.0 83.3 

10 90.0 90.6 70.0 62.1 

11 57.5 57.1 92.5 95.2 

12 92.5 89.4 85.0 78.8 

13 67.5 63.7 67.5 61.3 

14 92.5 87.6 52.5 56.8 

15 95.0 93.8 77.5 68.4 

Mean 82.2 81.2 78.0 76.5 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

(OP) and Predicted Correct P lacernent s (PP) 

for Group 3D Ss on 40 Training Trials 

s RF PF 

OP pp OP pp 

1 75.0 67.1 90.0 91.5 

2 70.0 78.5 52.5 53.4 

3 90.0 92.0 80.0 86.7 

4 55.0 58.7 52.5 50.5 

5 87.5 82.1 92.5 91.3 

6 67.5 56.8 60.0 58 .. 9 

7 82.5 83.3 47.5 54.6 

8 67.5 66.9 70.0 70.5 

9 97.5 95.4 72.5 54.7 

10 45.0 48.0 87.5 87.3 

11 95.0 94.8 67.5 59.2 

12 90.0 88.4 82.5 88.8 

13 92.5 91.7 90.0 92.5 

14 85.o 77.6 95.0 93.8 

15 72.5 56.3 77.5 84.6 

Mean 78.2 75.8 74.5 71.2 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

(OP) and Predicted Correct Placements (PP) 

for Group 5D Ss on 40 Training Trials 

s RF PF 

pp ppOP OP 

1 67.5 48.9 90.0 79.4 

2 62.5 66.7 45.0 40.7 

3 52.5 50.6 95.0 95.0 

4 45.0 50.,7 45.0 52.4 

5 80.0 63.8 85.0 88.3 

6 65.0 62.4 70.0 73.7 

7 67.5 52.6 55.0 50.3 

8 90.0 90.0 55.0 54.8 

9 57.5 58.4 97.5 96.8 

10 77.5 77.2 85.0 83.7 

11 57.5 46.2 87.5 91.9 

12 47.5 53.8 85.0 78.9 

13 55.0 47.0 47.5 51.4 

14 82.5 82.6 90.0 92.1 

15 so ..o 49.4 37.5 49.4 

Mean 63.8 58.7 71.4 71.9 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

(OP) and Predicted Correct Placements (PP) 

for Group 7D Ss on 40 Training Trials 

s RF PF 

pp ppOP OP 

1 50.0 46.1 70.0 72.5 

2 65.0 68.1 87.5 82.6 

3 57.5 53.8 95.0 93.2 

4 42.5 47.6 62.5 47.2 

5 62.5 52.8 97.5 98.,2 

6 55.0 46.6 55.0 52.9 

7 65.0 65.3 47.5 51.3 

8 57.4 48.0 47.5 54.3 

9 67.5 58.4 50.0 51.8 

10 55.0 53.6 85.0 90.3 

11 40.0 51.5 55.0 49.2 

12 57.5 61.4 50.0 53.8 

13 52.5 47.4 97.5 98.9 

14 55.0 54.3 80.o 85.8 

15 47.5 49.8 97.5 96.3 

Mean 54.,7 53.6 71.8 71.9 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 


Training (OP) Trials Backward from the Trial Preceding the 


Last Pre-Solution Trial for RF Ss in Group 1D Attaining Solution 


s Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 

2 o.o 80.0 40.0 60.0 40.0 80.0 80.0 40.0 

3 o.o 
4 100.0-- * 
5 25.0 20.0 60.0 80.0 60.0 80.0 80.0 

6 -- * 
7 66.7 60.0 80.0 80.0 

8 100.0 80.0 100.0 100.0 60.0 

9 40.0* 
10 80.0* 
11 75.0 60.0 

12 66.7 

Mean 46.7 62.2 64.0 72.0 53.3 80.0 80.0 40.0 
~ 

percentages based on less than 2 trials were omitted from the analysis 1.0
* 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 

Training (OP) Trials Bac~~ard from the Trial Preceding the 

Last Pre-Solution Trial for PF Ss in Group lD Attaining Solution 

s Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 o.o 20.0 

2 75.0 60.0 100.0 80.0 80.0 

3 25.0 40.0 100.0 40.0 80.0 40.0 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

75.0 

- ., 
- ., 
-- ., 

40.0 

60.0 

80.0 

20.0 

80.0 

20.0 

60.0 

80.0 

20.0 

60.0 60.0 60.0 

9 100.0 20.0 60.0 100.0 20.0 so.o 80.0 

10 o.o 

11 100.0 100.0 100.0 o.o 

Mean 

., 
51.9 50.0 

percentages based on 

74.2 56.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 

less than 2 trials ,.Tere omitted from the analysis 
1-' 
tn 
0 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 


Training (OP) Trials Bac~#ard from the Trial Preceding the 


Last Pre-Solution Trial for RF Ss in Group 3D Attaining Solution 


s Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

1 

1 66.7 

2 40.0 

3 40.0 

4 so.o 
5 50.0 

6 50.0 

7 75.0 

8 75.0 

9 so.o 

10 50.0 

11 80.0 

Mean 56.9 

2 

100.0 

40.0 

40.0 

40.0 

60.0 

60.0 

3 

60.0 

20.0 

40.0 

80.0 

4 

40.0 

20.0 

40.0 

5 

40.0 

40.0 

6 

100.0 

60.0 

7 8 

80.0 

60.0 

80 .. 0 

60.0 

62.0 

60.0 

52.0 

80.0 

60 .. 0 40.0 80.0 ,_, 
(.)'1,_, 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 

Training (OP) Trials Backward from the Trial Preceding the 

Last Pre-Solution Trial for PF Ss in Group 3D Attaining Solution 

s 

1 2 

Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

- * 
- * 

75.0 

-- * 

- * 
50.0 

66.7 

60.0 

o.o 

80.0 

60.0 

80.o 

40.0 

o.o 

60.0 

60.0 

60.0 

40.0 

60.0 

80.0 

80.,0 

60.0 

100.0 

80.0 

60.0 60.0 

8 

9 

10 

o.o 

60.0 

20.0 20.0 20.0 

Mean 45.3 48.6 66.7 50.0 80.0 80.0 70.0 60.0 

* percentages based on less than 2 trials were omitted from the analysis 1-' 
(ft 

"' 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 

Training (OP) Trials Backward from the Trial Preceding the 

Last Pre-Solution Trial for RF Ss in Group 5D Attaining Solution 

s 

1 2 

Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

- * 
100.0 

25.0 

- * 
50.0 

o.o 

o.o 

60.0 

60.0 

40.0 

40.0 

60.0 

80.0 

80.0 

60.0 

80.0 

100.0 

100.0 

80.0 

20.0 

20.0 

80.0 

60.0 

40.0 

60.0 

60.0 

60.0 

40.0 

60.0 

40.0 

80.0 

60.0 

60.0 60.0 

Mean 48.3 60.0 73.3 52.0 55.0 60.0 60.0 

* percentages based on less than 2 trials were omitted from the analysis 
1-' 
U'l 
w 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 


Training (OP) Trials Backward from the Trial Preceding the 


Last Pre-Solution Trial for PF Ss in Group 5D Attaining Solution 


s Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 80.0 80.0 80.0 100.0 60.0 

2 33.3 80.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 60.0 

3 66.7 

4 50.0 20.0 

5 20.0 40.0 60.0 60.0-- * 
6 100.0 

7 50.0 40.0 60.0 

8 20.0 100.0 20.0 

9 50.0 60.0 80.0 

10 40.0-- * 

Mean 56.2 66.7 53.3 66.7 53.3 40.0 40.0 60.0 

,_.
percentages based. on less than 2 trials were omitted from the analysis 1.71* ~ 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 

Training (OP) Trials Backward from the Trial Preceding the 

Last Pre-Solution Trial for RF Ss in Group 7D Attaining Solution 

s 

1 2 

Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

50.0 

- * 
66.7 

- * 
25.0 

60.0 

20.0 

eo.o 

eo.o 

60.0 

40.0 

100.0 

60.0 

40.0 

80.0 

40.0 

20.0 

40.0 

20.0 

o.o 

20.0 

40.0 

60.0 

60.0 

80.0 

eo.o 

100.0 

20.0 

80.0 

40.0 

o.o 

20.0 

20.0 

Mean 47.2 60.0 64.0 40.0 52.0 70.0 20.0 20.0 

* percentages based on less than 2 trials were omitted from the analysis 

,_, 
l11 
l11 



Percentages of Correct Placement on Successive Blocks of Five 

Training (OP) Trials Backward from the Trial Preceding the 

Last Pre-Solution Trial for PF Ss in Group 7D Attaining Solution 

s 

1 2 

Trial-Block Back from Last Pre-Solution Block 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

100.0 

75.0 

o.o 

100.0 

o.o 

66.7 

50.0 

80.0 

o.o 

60.0 

40.0 

80.0 

so.o 

20.0 

Mean 55.9 46.7 60.0 50.0 

~ 
U1 
0'1 
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Trials of the Last Error (TLE's) for RF 

Attaining Solution in Four 

Experimental Groups 

Ss 

s lD 3D 5D 7D 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

36 

79 

8 

17 

75 

6 

28 

48 

17 

17 

24 

9 

63 

36 

16 

18 

28 

58 

15 

24 

18 

18 

45 

58 

59 

62 

67 

18 

40 

29 

64 

57 

69 

77 

74 

Mean 30.3 30.8 47.6 68.,2 
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Trials of the Last Error (TLE 1 s} for PF 

Attaining Solution in Four 

Experimental Groups 

Ss 

s lD 3D 5D 7D 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

17 

49 

59 

27 

48 

17 

32 

32 

65 

8 

39 

17 

26 

20 

71 

77 

18 

19 

11 

10 

26 

54 

79 

9 

18 

47 

22 

29 

26 

35 

17 

34 

10 

6 

18 

6 

42 

6 

Mean 35.7 29.5 33.6 17.4 



159 

Proportions of Trials on \<7hich RF Ss 


Attaining Solution in Four Experimental Groups 


Adhered to a 't'lin-Stay I Lose-Shift 


Strategy on Pre-Solution Trials 


s lD 3D 50 7D 

l .789 1.000 .931 .552 

2 .692 1.000 .827 .931 

3 1.000 .778 .862 .970 

4 .889 1.000 .970 .974 

5 .971 .928 .667 .676 

6 1.ooo .828 .947 

7 .895 1.000 • 714 

8 .917 .667 

9 .1.000 .889 

10 1.000 1.000 

11 1.000 1.000 

12 1.000 

Mean .929 .917 .845 .821 



160 

Proportions of Trials on \vhich PF Ss 


Attaining Solution in Four Experimental Groups 


Adhered to a 

Strategy on 

Win-Stay I Lose-Shift 

Pre-Solution Trials 

s lD 3D 5D 7D 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

.667 

.875 

•724 

.571 

.482 

.778 

.642 

.642 

.500 

1.000 

.894 

.889 

.857 

.667 

.647 

•794 

.667 

.444 

1.000 

1.000 

.928 

.625 

• 743 

1.000 

.889 

.833 

.667 

•714 

•714 

.643 

.667 

.357 

.250 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

.684 

.500 

Mean .707 .789 •749 .684 



161 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) on Pre-Solution Trials for RF Ss 


in Group lD Attaining Solution 


s 	 OP OPP pp 

1 	 37.5 8o.o 55.7 

2 53.8 71.4 60.9 

3 -- * -- * 	 -- * 
4 	 85.7 60.0 67.5 

5 60.0 54.3 56.7 

6 -- * -- * 	 -- * 
7 	 73.7 60.0 63.4 

8 	 82.6 45.0 61.1 

9 42.9 100.0 46.4 

10 571. 40.0 39.3 

11 70.0 60.0 50.3 

12 so.o 57.8-- * 

Mean 61.3 	 63.4 55.9 

* 	percentages based on 3 trials or less were 
omitted from the analysis 



162 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) 'I'rials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) on Pre-Solution Trials for PF ss 

in Group lD Attaining Solution 

s 	 OP OPP pp 

1 	 14.3 40.0 30.4 

2 	 80.0 50.0 65.7 

3 	 56.7 56.0 66.8 

4 	 66.7 60.0 68.5 

5 	 69.2 80.0 67.8 

6 	 28.6 20.0 20.0 

7 	 50.0 66.7 52.9 

8 	 27.3 80.0 39.4 

9 65.7 60.0 62.1 

10 --	 * -- * -- * 
11 	 68.4 46.7 55.3 

Mean 	 52.7 55.9 52.9 

* 	 percentages based on 3 trials or less were 
omitted from the analysis 



163 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) on Pre-Solution Trials for RF Ss 

in Group 3D Attaining Solution 

s OP OPP pp 

1 65.5 56.7 54.6 

2 25.0 33.3 46.2 

3 33.3 80.0 46.9 

4 3'7.5 80.0 35.6 

5 46.1 50.,0 48.6 

6 53.6 32.0 52.7 

7 80.0 80.0 63.5 

8 80.0 80.0 79.0 

9 50.0 40.0 41.9 

10 66.7 60.0 64.2 

11 70.0 55.0 55.1 

Mean 55.2 58.8 53.5 



164 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) on Pre-Solution Trials for PF Ss 


in Group 3D Attaining Solution 


s OP OPP pp 

1 42.9 60.0 51.4 

2 27.3 50.0 51.5 

3 70.0 80.0 55.0 

4 62.5 74.2 63.2 

5 70.3 54.3 51.0 

6 37.5 40o0 36.4 

7 22.2 60.0 so.o 
8 o.o ao.o 25,.0 

9 60.0 -- * 50.0 

10 18.2 40.0 44.1 

Mean 41.1 59.8 47.8 

percentages based on 3 trials or less were* 
omitted from the analysis 



165 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) on Pre-solution Trials for RF Ss 


in Group SD Attaining Solution 


s OP OPP pp 

1 46.4 52.0 52.4 

2 72.4 40.0 50.1 

3 53.3 50.0 49.9 

4 59.4 50.0 40.8 

5 50.0 60.0 50.0 

6 52.6 46.7 51.9 

7 50.0 70.0 50.,3 

Mean 54.9 52.7 49.3 





167 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 

and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 

{PP) on Pre-Solution Trials for RF Ss 

in Group 70 Attaining Solution 

s OP OPP pp 

1 39.1 53.3 44.5 

2 48.2 56.0 48.6 

3 62.8 53.3 52.4 

4 35.1 57.1 47.6 

5 51.4 54.3 55.9 

Mean 47.3 54.8 49.8 



168 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) on Pre-Solution Trials for PF Ss 


in Group 7D Attaining Solution 


pps 	 OP OPP 

1 	 75.0 46.7 63.4 

2 60.0 	 45.5* 
3 --	 * * -- * 
4 25.0 ao.o 51.3 

5 --	* -- *--	* 
6 60.0 a5.o 71.6 

7 --	 * -- * -- * 

Mean 55.0 70.6 	 57.9 

* 	 percentages base·d on 3 trials or less were 
omitted from the analysis 



169 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution RF Ss in Group lD 


s OP OPP pp 

1 77.5 65.7 68.2 

2 57.5 57.1 57.1 

3 67.5 60.0 63.7 

Mean 67.5 60.9 63.0 



170 

Percentages of Ob::;crved Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution PF Ss in Group 1D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 65.0 74.2 62.9 

2 67.5 57.1 61.3 

3 52.5 60.0 56.8 

4 77.5 71.4 68.4 

Mean 65.6 65.7 62.3 



171 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training {OP) and Probe {OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


{PP) for Non-Solution RF Ss in Group 3D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 55.0 65.7 58.7 

2 67.5 57.1 56.8 

3 45.0 60.0 48.0 

4 72.5 48.6 56.3 

Mean 60.0 57.8 54.9 



172 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution PF ss in Group 3D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 52.5 37.1 53.4 

2 52.5 54.3 50.5 

3 60.0 54.3 58.9 

4 47.5 48.5 54.6 

5 67.5 48.6 59.2 

Mean 56.0 48.6 55.3 



173 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution RF Ss in Group 5D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 67.5 42.9 48.9 

2 52.5 57.1 50.6 

3 45.0 62.8 50.7 

4 57.5 42.9 58.4 

5 57.5 60.0 46.2 

6 47.5 51.4 53.8 

7 55.0 51.4 47.0 

8 50.0 45.7 49.4 

Mean 54.1 51.8 50.,6 



174 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution PF Ss in Group 5D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 45.0 60.0 52.4 

2 55.0 37.1 50.3 

3 55.0 51.4 54.8 

4 47.5 62.8 51.4 

5 37.5 54.3 49.4 

Mean 48.0 53.1 51.7 



175 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted .Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution RF Ss in Group 7D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 50.0 42.9 46.1 

2 57.5 51.4 53.8 

3 42.5 48.6 47.6 

4 62.5 40.0 52.8 

5 55.0 62.8 46.6 

6 47.5 45.7 48 .. 0 

7 55.0 62.8 53.6 

8 52.5 60.0 47.4 

9 55.0 42.9 54.3 

10 47.5 62.8 49.8 

Mean 52.,5 52.0 50.0 



176 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 


on Training (OP) a.nd Probe (OPP) Trials, 


and Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 


(PP) for Non-Solution PF Ss in Group 7D 


s OP OPP pp 

1 70.0 45.7 72.5 

2 62.5 57.1 47.2 

3 55.0 65.7 52.9 

4 47.5 37.1 51.3 

5 47.5 51.4 54.3 

6 50.0 48.6 51.8 

7 55.0 40.0 49.2 

8 50.0 51.4 53.8 

Mean 54.7 49.6 54.1 



177 

Proportions of Rule-Placement Consistency 

for RF Ss Attaining Solution in Four 

Experimental Groups 

s lD 3D 5D 7D 

1 .920 .975 .943 .975 

2 .925 1.000 .914 .972 

3 1.000 1.000 .950 .950 

4 .933 1.000 .975 .975 

5 .875 1.000 .933 .950 

6 1.000 .943 .840 

7 1.000 1.000 1.000 

8 .933 .950 

9 1.000 1.000 

10 1.000 1.000 

11 .990 .967 

12 1.000 

.954Mean .957 .985 .936 



178 

Proportions of Rule-Placement Consistency 

for PF Ss Attaining Solution in Four 

Experimental Groups 

s lD 3D 5D 7D 

1 1.000 .933 1.000 .958 

2 1.000 1.000 .971 .900 

3 .933 .933 1.000 1.000 

4 .944 .974 1.000 1.000 

5 1.000 .947 .923 1.000 

6 .929 1.000 1.000 .966 

7 1.000 1.000 .938 1.000 

8 .920 1.000 leOOO 

9 .895 1.000 e952 

10 1.000 1.000 1.000 

11 .952 

Mean .961 .979 .978 .975 



179 

Proportions of Rule-Placement Consistency 

for Non-Solution RF Ss in Four 

Experimental Groups 

s lD 3D 50 7D 

1 .750 .968 .825 .875 

2 .950 .950 .925 .850 

3 .775 .775 .975 .950 

4 .975 .925 .900 

5 .900 .950 

6 .900 .950 

7 .925 .950 

8 .975 .525 

9 .975 

10 .975 

Mean .825 .917 .919 .890 



180 

Proportions of Rule-Placement Consistency 

for Non-Solution PF Ss in Four 

Experimental Groups 

s lD 3D 5D 7D 

1 .806 .946 .949 .850 

2 .816 .917 .947 1.000 

3 .946 .862 1.000 .925 

4 1.000 .BOO .900 .974 

5 .933 .923 .950 

6 .925 

7 .973 

8 .895 

t-1ean .892 .892 .944 .937 



181 

Percentages of Correct Placements on Trials 

Immediately Preceding the Last Trial of 

Each Pre-solution OP Block for RF Ss 

Attaining Solution in Group 5D 

s Trials Back from Last Trial 

1 2 3 4 Mea.n 

1 100.0 60.0 60.0 40.0 65.0 

2 83.3 100.0 100.0 60.0 85.8 

3 33.3 50.0 33.3 33.3 37.4 

4 100.0 50.0 83.3 100.0 83.3 

5 50.0 50 .. 0 o.o 100.0 50.0 

6 50.0 75.0 50.0 66.7 60.4 

7 66.7 33.3 66.7 50.0 54.2 

Mean 69.0 59.7 56.2 64.3 62.3 



182 

Percentages of Correct Placements on Trials 


Immediately Preceding the Last Trial of 


Each Pre-solution OP Block for PF Ss 


Attaining Solution in Group 5D 


s Trials Back from Last Trial 

1 2 3 4 Mean 

1 75.0 75.0 50.0 75.0 68.8 

2 50.0 62.5 85.7 o.o 49.6 

3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

4 50.0 o.o 25.0 

5 100o0 75.0 50.0 100.0 81.,3 

6 100.0 100.0 o.o 66.7 

7 100.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 87.5 

8 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.5 

9 o.o 50.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 

10 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Mean 72.5 71.3 76.2 75.0 73.8 



183 

Percentages of Correct Placements on Trials 


Immediately Preceding the Last Trial of 


Each Pre-Solution OP Block for RF Ss 


Attaining Solution in Group 7D 


s Trials Back from Last Trial 

1 2 3 4 Mean 

1 40.0 80.0 75.0 25.0 55.0 

2 83.3 100.0 80.0 60.0 80.8 

3 71.4 57.1 71.4 33.3 58.3 

4 75.0 62.5 85 .. 7 57.1 70.0 

5 42.9 57.1 28.6 57.1 46.4 

Mean 62.5 71.3 68.1 46.5 62.1 



184 

Percentages of Correct Placements on Trials 


Immediately Preceding the Last Trial of 


Each Pre-Solution OP Block for PF Ss 


Attaining Solution in Group 7D 


s Trials Back from Last Trial 

1 2 3 4 Mean 

1 50.0 75.0 100.0 33.3 64.6 

2 100.0 o.o 100.0 100.0 75.0 

3 

4 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.5 

5 

6 100.0 75.0 100.0 100.0 93.8 

7 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Mean 80.0 70.0 100.0 83.3 83.3 



185 

s 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Mean 

Mean PP and BP Estimates on Pre-Solution 


Trials for Individual RF Ss Attaining 


Solution in Group 5D 


52.4 53.2 56.3 

50.1 51.1 53.4 

49 .. 9 49.8 50.2 

40.8 54.4 58.2 

50.0 50.0 50.0 

51.9 52.0 51.8 

50.3 48.2 58 .. 2 

49.3 51.2 54.,0 


BP 

65.0 

85.8 

37.4 

83.3 

50.0 

60.4 

54.2 

62.3 



186 

Mean PP and BP Estimates on Pre-Solution 

Trials for Individual PF Ss Attaining 

Solution in Group 50 

s BP 

1 58.9 67.5 46.9 68.8 

2 39.2 39.8 42.9 49.6 

3 50.0 50.0 50.0 100.0 

4 ,41.2 41.9 41.3 25.0 

5 52.2 50.8 58.5 81.3 

6 43.1 57.5 o.o 66.7 

7 49.9 50.0 49.6 87.5 

8 70.7 75.0 75.0 87.5 

9 43.8 42.2 40.0 so.o 

10 ss.o 67.0 so.o 100.0 

Mean 50.4 54.2 45.4 73.8 



187 

s 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

Mean PP and BP Estimates on Pre-Solution 


Trials for Individual RF Ss Attaining 


Solution in Group 7D 


44.5 43.2 40.7 

48.6 48.9 49.4 

52.4 51.4 58.8 

47.6 47.7 49.2 

55.9 59.4 43.8 

49.8 50.1 


BP 

ss.s 

80.8 

58.3 

70.0 

46.4 

62.1 



188 

Mean PP and BP Estimates on Pre-Solution 

Trials for Individual PF Ss Attaining 

Solution in Group 7D 

s BP 

1 63.4 70.7 34.5 64.6 

2 45.5 43.8 52.5 75.0 

3 

4 51.3 50.8 52.5 87.5 

5 

6 49.2 70.3 73.8 93.8 

7 53.8 38.8 72.5 100.0 

Mean 52.4 54.9 57.2 83.3 



APPENDIX B 


EXPERD1ENT II 


DATA 


189 




190 

Presentation Orders for Three Groups in Experiment II 

A B A B B A B 

1 1 21 21 41 41 .§.1 58* 

2 2 22 18* 42 42 62 57* 

3 3 23 23 43 39* 63 63 

4 1* 24 19* 44 44 64 64 

5 5 25 25 ~ 42* 65 65 

6 2* 26 26 46 il* 66 66 

7 7 23* 47 47 67 6722 

8 3* l.§ 28 48 48 68 65* 

9 9 29 26* 49 49 69 69 

10 10 30 25* 50 50 70 66* 

ll 7* ll 31 51 51 71 71 

12 12 32 32 52 49* 72 67* 

1l 33 33 53 53 73 73lQ* 

14 9* 34 34 54 50* 74 74 

J2. 15 35 35 55 55 75 11* 
16 16 36 33* 56 51* 76 76 

17 17 37 37 57 57 12 74* 

18 18 38 34* 58 58 78 73* 

19 19 39 39 59 55\'r 79 79-
20 17* 40 35* 60 60 80 §.Q 

A -- trial number, and stimulus number for PFnr group 
B stimulus nt~ber for PFr and RFr groups 

-X probe (OPP) tri.als 

* repeated items 



191 

Overall Percentages of Observed Correct 

Placements on Training (OP) and Probe 

(OPP) Trials for RFr Ss 

s OP OPP 

1 56.0 63.3 

2 58.0 46.7 

3 68.0 60.0 

4 48.0 53.3 

5 52.0 53.3 

6 56.0 53.3 

7 58.0 53.3 

8 54.0 56.7 

9 50.0 33.3 


10 86.0 90.0 


11 54.0 50.0 


12 66.0 53.3 


13 60.0 80.0 


14 74.0 80 .. 0 


15 46.0 46.7 


Mean 59.1 58.2 



192 

Overall Percentages of Observed Correct 

Placements on Training (OP) and Probe 

(OPP) Trials for PFr Ss 

s OP OPP 

1 52.0 63.3 

2 92.0 93.3 

3 90.0 96.7 

4 94.0 100.0 


5 so .. o 70.0 


6 64.0 56.7 

7 92.0 100.0 

8 70.0 76.7 

9 74.0 80.0 


10 so.o 60~0 


11 90.0 93.3 


12 92.0 96.7 


13 96.0 100.0 


14 72.0 90~0 


15 90.0 96.7 


Mean 77.9 84.9 



193 

Overall Percentages of Observed Correct 

Placements on Training (OP) and Probe 

(OPP) Trials for PFnr Ss 

s OP OPP 

1 48.0 43.3 

2 78.0 90.0 

3 70.0 73.3 

4 90.0 83.3 

5 84.0 90.0 

6 66.0 46.7 

7 88.0 100.0 

8 90.0 100.0 

9 58.0 63 .. 3 


10 40o0 43.3 


11 68.0 56.7 


12 76.0 93.3 


13 46.0 43.3 


14 56.0 66.7 


15 74.0 90.0 


Mean 68.8 72.2 



194 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials 

and on Repeat (r) and Non-Repeat (nr) 

Items for RFr Ss Attaining Solution 

s 

nr 

OP 

r nr 

OPP 

r 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

51.9 

57.1 

63.6 

58.6 

63.6 

52.9 

75.0 

60.0 

40.0 

58.3 

46.7 

42.9 

33.3 

46.7 

66.7 

33.3 

66.7 

. 50.0 

33.3 

60.0 

33.3 

50.0 

75.0 

50.0 

Mean 57.9 53.8 49.5 50.3 



195 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials 

and on Repeat (r) and Non-Repeat (nr) 

Items for PFr Ss Attaining Solution 

s 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Mean 

OP 


nr 

57.1 

50.0 

25.0 

33.3 

38.1 

54.5 

44.4 

50.0 

'50.0 

46.9 

57.1 

46.0 

r 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

77.8 

66.7 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

50.0 

33.3 

84.3 

OPP 

nr r 

66.7 66.7 

66.7 100.0 

33.3 so.o 
33.3 100.0 

33.3 100.0 

66.7 100.0 

66.7 83.3 

52.4 85.7 



196 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 

Over All Trials (o) and on Non-Repeat (nr) 

Items Alone for PFnr Ss Attaining Solution 

s 

nr 

OP 

0 nr 

OPP 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

57.1 

63.0 

88.2 

61.5 

60.7 

16.7 

50.0 

53.3 

57.1 

40.0 

40.0 

61.5 

68.3 

57.9 

50.0 

25.0 

44.4 

55.6 

55.0 

38.1 

33.3 

66.7 

66.7 

33.3 

25.0 

50.0 

66.7 

83.3 

so.o 

55.5 

58.3 

50.0 

33.3 

54.2 

66.7 

75.0 

Mean 54.8 50.6 53.1 55.4 



197 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials 

and on Repeat (r) and Non-Repeat (nr) 

Items for Non-Solution RFr Ss 

s OP OPP 

nr r nr r 

1 51.4 66.7 73.3 53.3 

2 57.1 60.0 40.0 53.3 

3 45.7 53.3 46.7 60.0 

4 51.4 53.3 46.7 60.0 

5 54.3 60.0 53.3 53.3 

6 51.4 60.0 53.3 60.0 

7 51.4 46.7 40.0 26.7 

8 54.3 53.3 46.7 53.3 

9 46.5 40.0 40.0 53.3 

Mean 51.5 54.8 48.9 52.6 



198 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials 

and on Repeat (r) and Non-Repeat {nr) 

Items for Non-Solution PFr Ss 

s 

nr 

OP 

r nr 

OPP 

r 

1 

2 

3 

4 

42.9 

45.7 

65.7 

45.7 

73.4 

60.0 

60.0 

60.0 

53.4 

66.7 

46.7 

60.0 

73.4 

73.3 

66.7 

60.0 

Mean 50.0 63.4 56.7 68.4 



199 

Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

on Training (OP) and Probe (OPP) Trials, 

Over All Trials (o) and on Non-Repeat (nr) 

Items Alone for Non-Solution PFnr Ss 

s 

nr 

OP 

0 nr 

OPP 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

48.6 

45.7 

71.4 

54.3 

68.5 

48.0 

40.0 

68.0 

46.0 

56.0 

40.0 

46.7 

60.0 

33.3 

60.0 

43.3 

43.3 

56.7 

43.3 

66.7 

Mean 57.7 51.6 48.0 50.7 



200 

s 

1 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


Mean 

Trials of the Last Error (TLE's) 

for Ss Attaining Solution in 

Three· Experimental Groups 

RFr PFr 

57 17 


73 19 


20 5 


65 9 


72 42 


36 49 


18 


17 


5 


39 


10 


53.8 20.0 

PFnr 

25 


56 


27 


25 


64 


8 


9 


68 


26 


33 


34.1 



Percentages of Correct Placements on OP and OPP Repeated-Item 


Pre-solution Trials with Two, Three, or Four Intervening 


Stimulus Presentations for RFr Ss Attaining Solution 


s 

2 

1 50.0 

2 60.0 

3 o.o 

4 50.0 

5 60.0 

6 33.3 

Mean 42.2 

OP 

3 4 2 

OPP 

3 4 

50.0 

60.0 

100.0 

50.0 

40.0 

o.o 

100.0 

60.0 

o.o 

75.0 

40.0 

100.0 

50.0 

80.0 

o.o 

75.0 

75.0 

50.0 

50.0 

80.0 

100.0 

50.0 

75.0 

100.0 

50.0 

40.0 

o.o 

25.0 

75.0 

o.o 

50.0 62.5 55.0 75.8 35.8 

l\) 

1-' 
0 



Percentages of Correct Placements on OP and OPP Repeated-Item 


Pre-Solution Trials with Two, Three, or Four Intervening 


Stimulus Presentations for PFr Ss Attaining Solution 


s 

2 

1 100.0 

2 100.0 

3 100.0 

4 100.0 

5 66.7 

6 66.7 

7 100.0 

8 100.0 

9 100.0 

10 66.7 

11 100.0 

Mean 90.9 

OP 

3 4 2 

OPP 

3 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

66.7 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

66.7 

66.7 

100.0 

100,.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

so.o 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

so.o 
100.0 . 

100.0 

100.0 

o.o 
o.o 

100.0 

o.o 

100.0 100.0 

76.7 83.3 93.8 93.8 

4 

so.o 

100.0 

100.0 

so.o 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

so.o 

81.3 !'J 
0 
!'J 



Percentages of Correct Placements on OP and OPP Repeated-Item 

Trials with Two, Three, or Four Intervening 

Items for Non-Solution RFr Ss 

s OP OPP 

2 3 4 2 3 4 

1 60.0 60.0 80.0 80.0 60.0 20.0 

2 80.0 40.0 60.0 20.0 60.0 100.0 

3 20.0 80.0 60.0 80.0 40.0 80.0 

4 60.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 40.0 80.0 

5 80.0 40.0 60.0 40.0 80.0 40.0 

6 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 40.0 

7 40.0 40.0 60.0 40.0 o.o 40.0 

8 60.0 60.0 40.0 60.0 40.0 60.0 

9 60.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 

Mean 57.8 48.9 57.8 57.8 48.9 55.5 
N 
0 
w 



Percentages of Correct Placements on OP and OPP Repeated-Item 


Trials with Two, Three, or Four Intervening 


Items for Non-Solution PFr Ss 


s OP OPP 

2 3 4 2 3 4 

1 	 80.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 80.0 60.0 

-2 80.0 40.0 60.0 100.0 40.0 80.0 

3 80.0 60.0 40.0 	 80.0 40.0 80.0 

4 60.0 60.0 60.0 	 60.0 80.0 40.0 

Mean 75.0 55.0 55.0 	 80.0 60.0 65.0 

·N 

~ 
0 



APPENDIX C 

EXPERI.HENT III 

DATA 

205 




206 

Percentages of Common Features Correctly Named 


by Ten Ss on Two-, Three-, and Four-Card 


Sequences with One Dimension Specified as Relevant 


s 2 3 4 

1 so.o 66.7 100.0 

2 100.0 100.0 100.0 

3 100.0 100.0 100.0 

4 100.0 100.0 so.o 
5 80.0 66.7 100.0 

6 60.0 100.0 100.0 

7 100.0 100.0 100.0 

8 100.0 100.0 100.0 

9 100.0 100.0 100.0 

10 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Mean 89.0 93.3 95.0 
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Percentages of Common Features Correctly Named 


by Ten Ss on Two-, Three-, and Four-Card 


Sequences with Three Dimensions Specified as Relevant 


s 2 3 4 

1 57.1 66.7 100.0 

2 83.3 37.5 100.0 

3 100.0 77.8 100.0 

4 83.3 75.0 100.0 

5 100.0 33.3 o.o 

6 100.0 50.0 50.0 

7 100.0 55.6 66.7 

8 100.0 100.0 100.0 

9 100.0 88.9 100.0 

10 83.3 25.0 100.0 

Mean 90.7 61.0 81.7 
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Percentages of Common Features Correctly Named 


by Ten Ss on T\vo-, Three-, and Four-Card 


Sequences with Five Dimensions Specified as Relevant 


s 2 3 4 

1 80.0 22.2 o.o 

2 80.o 35.7 o.o 

3 60.0 60.0 100.,0 

4 80.o 57.1 66.7 

5 20.0 10.0 o.o 

6 100.0 28.6 66.7 

7 100.0 60.0 66.7 

8 100.0 71.4 33e3 

9 100.0 80.0 o.o 

10 100.0 21.4 33.3 

Mean 82.0 44.6 36.7 
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Percentages of Common Features Correctly Named 


by Ten Ss on Two-, Three-, and Four-Card 


Sequences with Seven Dimensions Specified as Relevant 


s 2 3 4 

1 75.0 42.9 25.0 

2 87.5 o.o 40.0 

3 62.5 64.3 50.0 

4 75.0 o.o o.o 

5 75.0 35.7 o.o 

6 100.0 33.3 60.0 

7 87.5 57.1 o.o 

8 100.0 so.o 40.0 

9 87.5 21.5 o.o 

10 87.5 8.3 o.o 

Mean 83.8 31.3 21.5 



APPENDIX D 


EXPERIMENT IV 


DATA 


210 
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Trials of the Last Error (TLE's) for PFr 

and PFnr Ss Attaining Solution 

s PFr PFnr 

1 6 18 


2 18 4 


3 13 27 


4 12 25 


5 1 34 


6 18 50 


7 15 29 


8 38 34 


9 17 15 


10 17 


11 6 


Mean 14.,6 26.2 
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Percentages of Correct Placement on First 


Repeat (CPr1 ), Second-Repeat (CPr2 ), and 


Novel-Item (CPn) Pre-Solution Trials for 


PFr and PFnr Ss Attaining Solution 


s PFr PFnr 

CPrl CPr2 CPn CPn* 

1 60.0 37.5 

2 60.0 80.0 25.0 o.o 
3 80,.0 66.7 60.0 80.0 

4 80.0 40.0 50.0 

5 42.9 

6 60.0 40.0 62.5 50.0 

7 60.0 60.0 60.0 70.0 

8 50.0 50.0 60.0 28.6 

9 80.0 100.0 42.9 60.0 

10 ao.o 100.0 57.1 

11 40.0 

t-1ean 68.8 71.0 50.8 46.6 

only those novel-item trials common to both groups* 
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Percentages of Correct Placement on First 


Repeat (CPr1 ), Second-Repeat (CPr2 ), and 


Novel-Item (CPn) Pre-Solution Trials for 


Non-Solution PFr and PFnr Ss 


s PFr PFnr 

CPCPrl CPr2 CPn*0 

1 44.0 52.0 40.0 63.3 

2 68.0 52.0 40.0 63.3 

3 60.0 72.0 36.7 33.3 

4 64.0 88.0 50.0 50.0 

5 56.7 

6 56.7 

t-1ean 59.0 66 .. 0 41.7 53.9 

* only those novel-item trials corrmon to both groups 
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APPENDIX E 


EXPERIMENT V 


MATERIALS AND DATA 


215 
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Suggested List of Criterial 


Features for Experiment V 


one single animal 

more than one animal 

two animals 

more than two animals 

three animals 

more than three animals 

four animals 

either three or four animals 

either one or two animals 

an odd number of animals 

an even number of animals 

all animals upright (not inverted) 

only one animal inverted 

two animals inve·rted 

more than one animal inverted 

one or more inverted animals 

three upright animals plus one inverted animal 

one upright animal plus three inverted animals 

one or more birds of any kind 

one or more canines 

one or more pigs 
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one or more mice 

one or more rabbits 

one or more animals of the cat family 

the same digits top and bottom 

different digits top and bottom 

odd digits both top and bottom 

one digit only 

mixed odd and even digits on same card 

an odd digit on top and an even digit on bottom 

an even digit on top and an odd digit on bottom 

digits ,.,hose sum is odd 

digits whose sum is even 

a plain \vhite background 

a plain blue background 

a plain red background 

a plain brown baclcground 

a plain ye llm·T background 

a plain green background 

a multi-shaded and multi-colored background 

one or more animals wearing clothing of any kind 

one or more animals wearing a hat 

one or more animals "'earing trousers 

one or more animals \>rearing shoes 

one or more animals 'Hearing red apparel 
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one or more animals wearing blue apparel 

one or more animals wearing green apparel 

no animals wearing clothing of any kind 

cartoon animals only on card 

"natural" animals only on card 

cartoon and "natural" animals both on card 

cartoon animals on top and "natural" animals on bottom 

"natural 11 animals on top and cartoon animals on bottom 

one or more animals holding something 

no animals holding anything 

two or more animals touching each other 

no animals touching each other 

geometric symbols on card 

no geometric symbols on card 

printing or lettering on card 

no printing or lettering on card 

one colored star on card 

two colored stars on card 

no colored stars on card 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

(OP) on 75 Acquisition Trials for 

Four Experimental Groups 

s .B.SP S.E,P SPR SP 

1 61.3 48.0 60.0 51.0 

2 50.7 48.0 51.0 61.3 

3 54.3 42.8 73.4 54.7 

4 57.3 53.3 53.3 49.3 

5 54.7 50.7 61.3 74.7 

6 56.0 52.0 60.0 76.0 

7 44.0 52.0 65.3 53.3 

8 41.4 50.7 54.6 49.3 

9 41.4 52.0 65.,3 49.3 

10 53.3 48.0 46.7 68.0 

Mean 50.5 49 .. 8 60.1 58.7 
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Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 

(PP) on 75 Acquisition Trials for 

Three Experimental Groups 

s RSP SRP SPR 

1 67.3 54.7 50.7 

2 53.7 48.8 50.0 

3 42.7 52.7 47.3 

4 52.0 44.0 51.3 

5 54.7 52 .. 0 56.7 

6 54.7 45.3 64.0 

7 50.0 45.3 64.0 

8 53.3 44.0 47.3 

9 52.0 49.3 50.0 

10 57.3 40.0 47.3 

Mean 53.8 47.6 52.9 
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Proportions of Rule-Placement Consistency 

for Rule-First Groups 

s E.SP SRP 

1 .974 .974 

2 .987 .960 

3 1.000 .933 

4 1.000 .974 

5 .974 1.000 

6 .974 1.000 

7 .960 .960 

8 .947 .974 

9 .974 1.000 

10 1.000 1.000 

.Hean .979 .978 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements 

(OP) on 25 Non-Reinforced Test Trials for 

Four Experimental Groups 

s E_SP SE_P SPE_ SP 

1 48.0 60.0 64.0 48.0 

2 48.0 60.0 60.0 76.0 

3 32.0 48.0 88.0 60.0 

4 64.0 32.0 72.0 72.0 

5 52.0 56.0 68.0 72.0 

6 68.0 52.0 64.0 96.0 

7 36.0 60.0 76.0 48.0 

8 56.0 44.0 52.0 40.0 

9 48.0 80.0 92.0 52.0 

10 52.0 44.,0 60.0 92.0 

Mean 50.4 53.6 69.6 65.6 



APPENDIX F 


EXPERIMENT VI 


HATERIALS AHD DATA 


223 
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Percentages of Observed Correct Placements on 

60 Training (OP) Trials and on 60 Probe (OPP) 

Trials for Three Experunental Groups 

s DP PD PL 

OP OPP OP OPP OP OPP 

1 71.7 76.7 83.3 81.7 71.7 80.0 

2 60.0 78.3 75.0 78.3 80.0 88.9 

3 65.0 80.0 80.0 71.7 83.3 80.0 

4 68.0 82.0 71.7 66.7 81.7 80.0 

5 66.0 64.0 81.7 70.0 78.3 75.0 

6 71.7 81.7 55.0 66.7 76.7 so.o 

7 75.0 81.7 81.7 83.3 91.7 93.3 

8 65.0 73.3 75.0 80.0 75.0 76.7 

9 51.7 65.0 76.7 80.0 85.0 75.0 

10 63.3 61.7 76.7 85.0 71.7 76.7 

Mean 65.7 74.4 75.7 76.3 79.5 80.6 
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Percentages of Predicted Correct Placements 

(PP) on 60 Training Trials as Estimated by 

the Experimenter (E) and by an 

Independent Observer {0) 

s DP l?D 


E 0 E 0 


1 51.7 so.o so.o 53.3 

2 45.0 45.0 65.8 74.2 

3 51.7 ss.o 54.1 55.6 

4 56.7 53.3 50.8 59.1 

5 46.7 so.o 66.7 63.3 

6 56.7 53.3 48.3 50.0 

7 53.3 56.7 63.3 60.8 

8 41.7 33.3 53.3 58.3 

9 51.7 46.7 70.0 63.3 

10 58.3 56.7 so.o 51.7 

Mean 51.3 so.o 57.3 59.0 

Spearman rho .819 {p<.Ol) .911 (p<.Ol) 

Mean PP 51.2 58.1 
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Objects Depicted in the Stimulus 


Set Used for the Demonstration in 


Experiment VI 

miscellaneous tables 

miscellaneous chairs 

projector 

double bunk 

T. v. table 

bread box 

table saw 

serving dish 

picnic table 

sink and cabinet 

pool table 

telephone hassock 

ice bucket 

crib 

wagon 

cot 

buggy 

cabinet 

bed 

bureau 

desks 

hotplate 

bathtub 

buffet 



Percentages of Observed Correct Placement on Training (OP) 

and Probe 

Placement (PP) 

{OPP) Trials, 

for DP and PD 

and Percentages of Predicted Correct 

Ss for the Demonstration in Experiment VI 

DP 

OPP PP OP 

PD 

OPP pp 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

93.4 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

53.3 

40.0 

53.3 

60.0 

53.3 

53.3 

26.7 

66.7 

53.3 

33.3 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.• 0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

40.0 

40.0 

40.0 

53.3 

60.0 

46.7 

60.0 

53.3 

46.7 

53.3 

99.3 49.3 100.0 100.0 49.4 

< OP: p < .01 l?P < OP: p < .01 
N 
N 
-...J 

s 

OP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

Mean 100.0 

PP 
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